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whlcdi have proved equally successfu1 and when 1 sec are them in de
tail will send them all) for publica
tion.
John L. Hammett.
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MAINE CENTRAL! GRANGE OFFICERS
GOOD ACTING

JACK THINKS SOME

Regarding the Curtailment of Pas- Addilon Urges Members T# Take Phillips Athletic Association Will
senger Train Service.
Interest In Legislative Matters
Net Good Sum

___ _

ARE ALL RIGHT

Beginning at 12.01 a. m., Mondav,
The special meeting of North
Phillips can still hold the honors
December
28, certain of the eom-J Frank.lin Grange held last Thursday of having some of the best dramat
To the E d ito r o f M a in e W ood s:
T c th e E d ito r of M aine W ood s:
: puny’s passenger trains 'will be dis-| afternoon for the purpose of instal ical talent in the county, and we
The widespread, and generally acI received your number of Novem
ling the officers for the year 1915 think we need not hestitate to say
I
cepted theor y that this disease is ber 5, and thank you for publishing continued until further notice.
j was well attended.
E. E. Add ton much of that in the cities.
very contagien« is quest ionubUe and my article.
P ortla nd D iv is io n .
|of Deeds, treasurer of the State
The
farce-comedy
“Brown’s In
saceptible of some proofs to the
You will also kindly forgive me
Grange, was install img officer, as Town'’ which was put on the stage
contrary.
Train No. 127 from Portland at 1.2
if I do a little commenting on the
sisted by Mrs. Edith Haley.
The last Tuesday night was just as ad
1 First :
It hae been known to headlines.» “Does not think much of a. m., to Bangor, with connection following officers were
installed: vertised, “bright, realistic and irI am con leaving Boston at 10.00 p. m., will Master, Norman Butler; overseer, N.
break on t in places 500 and even American Journalism.”
restibly funny, and something doing
MOO miles distant from each other, vinced that a certaiu group of jour be discontinued, the last train to E. Wells; Lecturer, Carrie Adams;
every minute.”
doesn’t
|
leave
Boston^on
Saturday,
December
nals
are
one-sided,
but
that
or. about the sanie day, wlliic,h gave
assistant steward, Charles E. Berry;
The ‘‘old-timers” taking part were
26,' and Portland at 1.20 a. m., Sun
rise to the> belief in tl’.e mindsi of
gate keeper, Ray Seurles; treasurer, N P. Noble, J. B. Morrison and Miss
day,
Decern
Per
27.
The
sleeping
some medi cad men, that there were not all right.
, ^
„ M. S. Hutchins; chaplain, Mary Dun- Elina Byron who have been seen in
,
_ tl
atmospheric condition«, together with' American public opinion only thin' t •ars to Bangor and Calais, usually I ham;
Ceres, Elizabeth Butler; Po- many plays in the past, and who
certain conditions of the animal« of poor little Belgium, poor France, carried in train No. 127, will,
Imene, Eleanor W ells; lady assistant delighted the audience as usual with
which produced the disease,
the! etc., but doesn’t kr*ow what Russia and after Sunday; December 27, frem j .steward, Louise Berry. At the close
theiir clever acting.
same as a man in a certain condi or Serbia means ft r us or doesn't Boston, be
bandied in train No. 71, 0{ the installation remarks were
The remaining members of the
tion comes down with
pneumonia want to know it.
Perhaps th.evbird i iu addition
to the sleeping
cars> made by Mr Additon and areadcast with, the exception of Miss Ir
after unusual exposure, while other Iostrich policy.
But you will kind-'Boston to
Caribou and Boston» to
jllg was given by Mrs. MarthaJewwin have been seen in a few plays
men equally exposed are unharmed.
lv note that this interests us more St. John.
*
jett.
Refreshments of sandwiches, in tie past year or two, and each
• Second:
In my herd of 30 we than everything else.
Train No. 16, from
Bangor at cake, doughnuts and coffee were character was just the one for the
Wish \ou and all friends a m eirjj^o.25 noon, will be discontinued on j served by Mrs. Flora Dennison, Mrs. part taken.
picked out the 12 sick ones aaid plac
ed them side by side at one end of|Xmaa and a haW N* w Y ear¡and after Monday, ..December
28. j Berta Holt and Mrs. Effie Graffam.
Primrose, the “Lady Cook” with a
the tieup.
The first of the
18 j
^ ours truly,
! The parlor car now handled in train! The following officers will be in- reputation, convulsed the audience
veil ones stood within eight feet of
Jack Hubei,
i No. 16, Bangor to Boston, will be [stalled later as they were unable with every appearance, and Miss
j transferred on and after Monday, to be present at that time: Seore- Noble is certainly favored with some
ti e sick ones.
The disease never j
December 28, to train No. 102.
tary, Mrs. Olaira French;
Steward, of her father’s dramatic ability.
spread to the 18, which is pretty j
; Chester Allen; flora, Mrs. Lizzie A.lgood proof that it was not very
Hollis Holt was a star In his part
The dining car in train No. 29, j len.
and seemed perfectly at home on
hatching.
Portland and Waterville, which has
Mr. Ho,It and Mias. Ir
Mr. Additon installed tine officers the stage.
One thing more in which I
am j
returned in No. 16, to Boston, will
several years ago and has always win did a singing and dancing act
backed by good medical authority. I
________
___
;he handled on ami after Monday,,
dene the work in a most pleasing very nicely.
The genus are not the cause of
December 28, from Waterville in
Mrs. Morrison, F. M. Davis and
manner.
the disease but the disease is the
train No. 102, through to Boston.
W. M. Payson were all most ex
cause of the germs, and they multi- [
The dining car now bandied in No. | Ifi his remarks he urged the memMr. Daviis.,
ply prodigiously and constitute one
11, Portland to Brunswick, r e tu r n - j hers, especially t i e gentlemen to take cellent in their parts.
being
a
singer
mixed
a
little
music
of Nature’s medical agencies.
If
ing in No. 102, Will be discontinued Ia more active part and interest in
through his acting, his little son
they escape into the atmosphere they
on and after Monday, December1matters that were of vital importance
Paul joining in the chorus, “It’s a
become a« dead as la st year’s g ra ss; Milbridge soon will hav>e another 28, east of Portland.
, in working together the farmers can
long way to Tipperary,” which the
do
m
upch»
to
get
through
legislation
almost immediately. Why, then, is black fox farm.
Western parties
On the Dover and Foxcroft branch which will be of vast benefit.
audience enjoyed.
it not the part of wisdom, when the j have recently purchased the Bracktrain No. 85 from Newport Junction
Seldom has a play been given when
disease appears, to at once proceed I ett farm of Dr. George A. Sawyer
A rising vote of thanks was given
at 1.20 p. m., to Dover and Foxcroft,
all the characters were so perfectly
to apply remedies and thus save the j and carpenters and laborers
have
i Mrs. Effie Graf,l'ami for the splendid
making No. l ’si connection; also train!
adapted to the parts, -a,s this one,.
herd?
already commenced work.
Herbert
work she has done in the Grange
No. 86 from Dover and Foxcroft at
.
■‘Brown’s in Town” and we hope he
There are several other remedies,, Thompson has been engaged as sup- _„
for the past two years in her pcsir
12.01 noon, arriving at
Newport [i _
will come again. The play was given
rather more complicated than m ine.! erintendent.
, t ion as Worthy Master.
It
Junction at 1.08 p. m., for No. 16’s
for the benefit of the Athletic As
; been a most prosperous two years,
connection, will be discontinued.
sociation and they will realize a
and she can retire from the chair
goodly sum.
Every seat was sold
Eastern D ivisio n .
with the sa/tiisfaction of knowing that
1and several more were in demand.
much good work has been accomplish
Tho’ Jack Frost is around
To find out about it, write to
train No. 115, which has left Ban- _
^
interest of North Frank - There is some talk of the play be
E.D. GRANT (Sl SONS CO
And his presence we feel.
ing repeated which no doubt would
gor at 10.30 a. m., for Ml. Desert 1
Grange
i
K E N N EB A G O , M AINE
draw another big crowd.
Soon Spring will be here
Ferry and Bar Harbor, aliso' train ,
© No. 118 frejn Mt. Desert Ferry at
GRANTS* CAMPS
___
Music was furnished by the Qui
And the song of the reel
9.50 p. m., to connect with train No.
IKno orchestra.
8 at Bangor for Portland and Bot
An hour or two of dancing was
tom, will: be discontinued.
enjoyed at Wilbur hall after the en
g*^^^^^****.***."***^**#,^****.***.****#^********.*.*********v.**”’*"
tertainment.
On tb® Calais branch train No.
Following is the cast:
| B A L D M O U N T A I N C A M P S Bald
* ¡j 418-118, Calais to Bangor, to connect
»
Dick
Preston, the sc-n.
and
»
Bald Mountain Camps are situ ated a t the foot of Bald Mountain on Mooselookme:•:< with train No. 8, for Portland
ft funtic Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steam boat connections—Auto
Iv Boston, will, on and after Monday,
Hollis V. Holt
8 road to camps—Telephone connections—Tw o mai s daily—W rite for free circu lar.
X;
: Abel PfestOh, bis father,
December 28, Leave Calais at 2.00
ft
AMOS E L L IS . Prop’r.,
Bald Mountain. Maine
N. P. Noble
p. m., to make No. 114’s connection
Arthur How aird, a dentist,
at Washington Junction for Bangor,
J. B.
Morrison
connecting there with train No. 2,
Worth
Carew,
a
gentleman
of
leaving Bangor at 8.00 p. m., for
leisure,
W. M. Payson
Portland and Boston.
The CailaisF. M. Davis
Governor Curtis Low has his dem PolLock, the gardener,
Boston sleeping car between Bangor
1
Suzanne
Da
ere,
who
knows
a
ocratic
council
conisi
sitting
of
the
fol
ar»d Boston will be carried in train
thing or two,Elma L. Byron
No. 2 instead of train No. 8.
This lowing; Dr. C. M. Sleeper of South
Scales
of Lefty, Dick’s wife,
new train will be known as No. Berwick; John Clark
Por further particulars w rite or a d d ress
Gladys B.
Morrison
Westbrook; O. W. Simmons of King414-114-2 on and after December 28.
Freda
Von
Hollenbeck,
a
L. E. B 0 W L E Y ,
field; Sil a-s T.. La wry of Fairfield;
Service on the Eastport branch and
German heiress, Ruelah M. Irwin
J. A. Cunningham of Ellsworth.; MicPrinceton branch will be made to
ajaih Hudson of Guilford; F. W. Burn Primrose, the “Lady Cook” with
conform with the earlier departure
a reputation,
Kathleen Noble
ham of Milbridge.
from Calais.
The above were elected
without
Between Bangor' and Vanceboro trouble Tuesday morning a.s Libby of
train No. 93, which now leaves Ban Merrill, one of the Progressives was
gor at 7.30 a. m., for Mattaiwamkeag, absent and. the Democrats
polled
and train No. 96, which now leaves theiir full strength. John E. Bunker
Mattawamkeag at 4.05 p. m.,
for was also elected secretary of state.
Pan gor, will be discontinued, except
There was an all day fight on Wed
tliat service of No. 93 will be per
nesday for State Treasurer without
formed on its present time between
A Bath man tells this one: Down
any result, the same old.
figures
Bangor and Old Town.
showing up, E. E. Newbert of Au in Nova Scotia the favorite, or at
On the Bucksport branch
train gusta, getting 90; Joseph W. Simp- least one popular method of catch
This te rr ito r y is u n su rp assed in M aine.
I t is e a s y of No. 432 from Bucksport at 9.00 a. m., sen of York 87 and Morrilll N. Drew ing rabbits, is to lay a runway of
arriving at Bangor at 9.50 a. m., of Portland 5.
boards in the haunts of the bobaccess and n e a rly all th e cam p s a re open th ro u g h th e and train No. 433 from Bangor at
The Franklin county members have
Hunting S eason .
D eer, B e a r , P a rtrid g e , D uck and 11.50 a. m., arriving at Bucksport at fared thus on the committees: E. tails and over the boards sprinkle a
1.05 p. m., will be
discontinued. I. Herrick of Rangeley on Inland quantity of ordinary snuff.
When
small gam e a re v e ry a b u n d an t.
Train No. 434, which h»as left Bucks Fisheries and Game; Mercantile Af the rabbits run over the
boards
port at 3.20 p. m., will, on and after fairs and insurance, Temperance; C- they inhale the snuff and sneezing
Monday, December 28, leave Bucks H. Pierce of Farmington, Education,
they knock their beads against the
port at 12.20 noon,
arriving
at Military Affairs; S. J. Wyman of
boards
and are stunned, whereupon
Jmu«s a descriptive booklet of this territory, containing map of entire region, which will be furn- Bangor at 1.30 p. m.
Kingfield, State Lands and Forest
“ oed upon application to
*
the
rabbit
hunters collect them for
H. D. WALDRON,
Preservation; Wilkins of Jay, Ways
Boston, Mass., Jan. 1915.

Vienna, Austria, Dec. 7, 1914.

ANOTHER BLACK
FOX FARM

.Western Parties Purchase Farm at
Millbridge.
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On Several Important
Committees
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RANGELEY LAKES AND

POPULAR WAY TO
CATCH RABBITS
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General Manager,
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December 9.
Canton Ginger
Gol deal Dates
GOOD LIST OF
W. Petterson, Kennebunk,
NEW YEAR’S MENU English
Malaga Raisins ANNUAL MEETING
Walnuts
December 15.
GAME
SHIPMENTS
P. Peck, Strong,
OF
DIRECTORS
Edam
Clheese
Roquefort
American
AT MANAVISTA Saltine®
H. Berry, Ki ngfield,
Zweiback
W ater Crackers
We are in receipt of one of the
Demi Tasfee
menu cards used at the Mana'vista
Hotel., BradenitoVwn,,, Florida,
New
Year’s day of which H. A Haskell
is the manager.
lit unjust have
been a most delicious dinner and
the cards were very attrlctively print
ed, green Letters on white, with the
monogram, name of hotel' and man
ager in gold, embossed in one corner
at the top, and a, dock in the op-1 ^ black
bear, large in bis pro
posite corner surrounded by lighted 1 1>ortionfl aJlü evidently bent upon
candles just ready to strike the ; getting something to eat, made its
hour of 12.
Relow istlie menu: \onnaorainnIi,
Thursday
appearance about 12.io
noon near the home of Q. C. Tut
Grapefruit Cocktail
tle, 376 Westbrook street, in the
Stroudwater district, Portland.
It
Mock Turtle A L ’Anglaise
was seen by Mrs, Tuttle making
Consomme Aux Choux
its
way
across a
field in
front of the house.
Startled at the
Salted Almond®) discovery she watched the animal
Queen Olive®'
Celery
closely, thinking that she might be
mistaken ais to its identity. A mo
Filet of Sole Baked a La Vénitienne ment later,, the creature rose up on
Potatoes Gastronome
its hind legs and looked rather in
tently toward tlie Tuttle house. This
Broiled Spanish Mackerel M aitre: was too much for Mrs. Tuttle, who
D’Hotel
was alone at the farm bouse and
Saratoga Chips)
she ran to the telephone to notify
the Castners, who are near neigh
Tenderloin of Beef, Larded Financier bors.
When she returned to the
Patties of Philadelphia Capon
window the bear had disappeared,
Stuffed Green Peppers Au Monte ¡and it is thought that he may have
Bello
seen her move from the window and
Sponge Fritters, Brandy Sauce
have been frightened away. As soon
as the alarm was spread by Mrs.
Cardinal Punch
Castner, three men started immedi-----------ately for the Tuttle house as soon
Roast Prime Rib® of Beef Au Jus
as they had armed themselves. They
Roast Watertown Goose, Spiced Jelly were James Barn.’, Roy Fritz and
Charles Carter, while they were joinSteamed Rice ed later by Mr. Tuttle, who was
Boiled Potatoes
Marrow Squash notified and started
immediately
Crushed Potatoes
for his home:
James N. Lyons, the
! Stoudwater blacksmith, H. M. CastRoast Jumbo Squab Au Cresson
' ner.
Others also joined in the chas
: but up to the hour of going to press
Asparagus Tips With Tomatoes
; none had caught sight of old bruin.
Fruit En Surprise

BRUIN APPEARS
AT STROUDWATER

Raspberry

Short
Cake, W h i p p e d , T H E S P O R T S M A N ’ S S H O W E H I Ctream.
TlO N O FFERS T H E BEST C H A N C E
Orange Meringue Pie
Apple Pi © E V E R T O T H E H O T E L A N D C A M P
Frozen Pudding
Angel Cake
Fruit

Cake

P R O P R I E T O R S OF T H E S T A T E T O
A D V E R T I S E FOR T H E I R S U M M E R
¡GUESTS.

Are You Coming
To Maine This Summer
Many more are com
ing this year than ever
before.
Our Information Bureau tells you where to
go and how to get there
absolutely free of charge.
Write today and make
sure of accommodations.

Maine Information Bureau
Phillips
Maine

1 doe
1 doe
1 doe

D. Tufts, Kingfield,
1 buck
December 16.
J. N. Ruth, Cleveland,
Ohio,
2 bucks
E H. Sew ailli, Livermore
Falls),
1 doe
1 doe
The past season the following hunt E. J. Cobb, Saco,
ers with their game were recorded at| G W. •Alexander, Sabattus, 1 besar
1 buck
Portland, January 1).— Philip
J. the Carrabasset station; on tlie King- Ralph Starbird, Strong,
F . A. Roberts, Kingfield,
1 doe
Dee,ring of Portland, one of the best field branch of the Sandy River
December 19.
known good roads men in tlie state Rangeley Lakes railroad.
Thirty1 buck
and a member of the Maine State eight bucks, 36 does, six bear and E. R. Roberts, Portland
The record sent us from the Big
Highway Commission
waisi elected : two bear skins are included in the
elow station was 181 deer and five
president of the Maine Automobile |lot:
■j
bear.
Association at tlie annual meeting of;
October 6.
tlie directors held in this' city yesf I C. A. Lyon, New llaven,
ter&ay afternoon.
1 buck S P R I N G V A L E
Conn.,
FISH A ND
GAME
Charles H. Fogg, editor of tlie William Baslbircli, Newark, N
CLUB.
Aroostook Times, Houlton, was el
1 doe
J
ected second vice president; R. J.
October 14.
The annual meeting of Springvale
Peacock, cammed good® packer and P. C. Knox, Hartford, Conn., 2 does
Fish
and Game Cllub wirs held in
State senator for Washington county, P. Berry and son,
1 bear
tlie chib rooms, Fogg’s block, last
was elected third vice president; W. Highland Cartridge Corporation,
Reports of Secretary L. W.
A. Henmessy of Bangor, secretary of
1 doe week.
Hartford, Conn.,
Stanley and Treasurr Willis H. Fol
the Bangor Cham her of
Commerce
October 1
som showed the club to be in good
and of the Bangor Automobile Club,
Robert Matron, Jersey
i standing as to membership aruj fi.
was mad® fourth vice president; Hen
bear skin
City, N. J.,
! nances.
Forrest H. Colby of Bingham, lumb
October
19.
The following board of directors
er dealer and State senator from
was elected for tlie ensuing year:
Somerset county, was chosen fifth H. F. Small, Livermore
2 bears Howard L. Burr, F. J. - Pease, Willis
Falls, Me.,
vice president; and John S. Hyde,
October 22.
FI. Folsom, Luther W.
Stanley,.
one of the mist prominent busline®®
men of Bath, was elected sixth vice W. H. White, Jr., Lewiston. 1 doe Charles E. Merrifleld, Alfred Pear
son, Herbert Pitts, C. E. Boucher,
president.
October 27.
Prof. George T. Files of Bowdoin H. B. Chapman,» Kennebunk, 1 doe Guy Raymond.
The new directors then chose of
College, one of the best known good
October 28.
ficers as follows:
roads1 advocate® in the State, resig Albert Hi Id, Jersey City,
President— Dr. C. E. Boucher.
ned as director and
was
elected
1 bear
N. J.,
first Vice president to succeed Presi H. Alwood, Kingfield,
First Vice President—F . J. Pease.
1 doe
dent-elect Deeriing who has held that
Second Vice President—C. E. MerOctober 30.
position for the
last two years. James Murray, Springvale,
1 doe rifield.
W aiter B. Parker who has made a Frank Lord, Springvale,
1 doe Secretary-—Alfred Pearson.
splendid head of the
Association
Treasurer—Guy Raymond.
October 31.
since 1913. declined to stand for re- G. W. OolLins, Edgeworth,
The new officers were instructed
e’ection for business reason® and
1 buck j to arrange for a ladies’ night in
Penn.,
was elected to the hoard of direct S. H. McKee, Blue Hill,
the near future, and other social
ors to succeed Prof. Files.
1 doe events during the winter months. |
Me.,
November 7.
,
Hon. John Clark Scates of W est
1 doe;
brook who has: served in his present Ray Spaulding, Strong,
November 11.
capacity for the past two years, was
A. Bump, Wilton,
1 buck
re-elected Secretary-treasurer of the L.
Dr. C. F. Rowell, Wilton,
1 doe
organizatioai for the ensuing year.
November 14.
]
Mr. Deering, the new president, is
1 doe one of the best known and most ar Dr. Haskell, Brunswick,
dent got / roads worker si in Maine Albert Hild, Jersey CitVj
N. J.,
2 bucks |
to-day.
He was the author of the
Deering State Highway Law of four Robert Martoh, Jersey Oity,
N. J., 1 buck, 1 doe, 1 bear skin ;
years ago, the first of its kind in
Maine and has been active in the
November 16.
Ed Grant. B ra v e r Pond Camps.
1 buck
cause of good roads ever since. He H. L. Adams, Wilton,
New reading m atter, interestir g.
November 17.
was appointed a member of the
The first edition was exhausted much soon«*
than we expected and th e popular demand wu
R. Longfellow,
Maine State Hgilhway Commission by N.
so great for a second edition that we published
Lewiston,
1 buck, 1 doe i an enlarged and improved edition to be soM bj
Governor Haines wfluen that body was
at the low
-»»i (postpaid)
(post
. ■ ■price
■ named.
1 buck orail
organized nearly two years ago, and M. D. French, Lewiston,
Twelve c e rts, postpaid. Stamps accepted.
has been one of the most active
November 21.
J W. BRACKETT CO ,
members of- it. Mr. Deering has al H. Plant, Livermore
Phillips, Me.
Î bucks
ways said that lie was for good roads
Falls,
1 buck
for Maine and throughout his work D. S. Pipper, Rileys,
along this line has endeavored
to R. L. Emerson, Auburn,
1 doe
M A P S O F M A IN E
build roads best suited to the needs L . Sa nborn, K in gf ield,
1 doe
R E S O R T S A N D ROADS
of the State and which would bene
November 23.
fit all communities and all interests. Thomas E. T ar me at,
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
He is a prominent Portland lumber
Boston,
1 buck, 1 doe for maps of the fishing regions of the
state, etc. We can furnish the folio*dealer and is associated in business William Marshall, Fall
„ .
ing maps:
with Col. Howard Winslow who was
River, Mass.,
2 does |Franklin County
$ .to
tlie father of the present automobile L. L. Ward well, FarmingSomerset County
.to
registration law.
1 doe j Oxford County
.to
ton,
.to
County
Charles A. Hill, the hotelman ot G. W. Talbert, Farmington, 1 buck |
.to
„ „ „
’
• , *
, . . Arvo®took County
Belgrade Lakes, was appointed .chair H. P. Bumpuisi, Farmington, 1 buck Washington County
.to
man of the legislative
committee. A. Perkins, Well® Beach,
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
i.fr
1 buck I Geological map of Maine
M
Prof. George T. Files was naaned as
Mass.,
R. R. map of Maine
.35
the bead of the good roads committee
November 24.
Androscoggin County
.35
and Gol. J. J. Pooler of Portland R. E. Rowe, Bath, 1 buck, 1 doe Cumberland County
.36
Hancock
County
the hoteJman was made chairman of E. F. Wilson, Thomasfton,
.50
1 buck
Kenr.oFec County
.35
the membership committee. D. W. E. E. Jones, Worcester.
Knox County
.35
Hoegg, Jr., was appointed chairman
Mass,
2 bucks Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.35
id the touring information and pub H. E. Jones, Worcester,
Penobscot County
.50
.35
licity Committee and in addition a
Masts.,,
1 buck, 1 doe Waldo County
.35
n«w committee was authorized
at H. Hackett, Boston,
2 bucks York County
tie annual meeting held in Decem A. W. Buzzell, Farmington, 1 doe
W B R A C K E T T CO.,
ber.
This wiM be known a® t e
November 25.
roed book committee and will con J. H. Keougli, Wakefield,
Phillips
sist of D. W. Hoegg, Jr., chairman,
Mass.,
1 buck, 1 doe
Walter B. Parker and Prof. George
November 29.
T. Files.
This committee was ap R. B. Taylor, Farmingpointed at yesterday’s meeting
at
ton,
1 buck, 1 bear
wl ich time it was decided to pub F. M. Richards, Fairminglish a 1915 edition of last year’s suc
ton,
1 buck
cessful read hook. This volume will Arthur Stevens, Auburn,
G. W. PICKEL,
1 buck
TAXIDERMIST
be thoroughly revised and re-written
November 30.
Dealer in Sporting Goods. Ftehing T*ett
and will contain much additional mat M N. Morse, North Jay,
1 doe
ter.
It is expected that it will tie W. R. Tobin, North Jay,
1 buck
issued early in the spring.
G. E. Mainarne, North> Jay,
1 doe
The new board of directors for A. E. Burbank, Deering Jet., 1 doe
1915 is as follows:
Hiram Ricker
“ Monmouth Moecasras”
December 2.
They are made for
Poland Springs; E. A. Dotin, Port H. J. Robinson', Auburn,
1 doe
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumberman
land;
Charles A. Hill, Belgrade
December 3.
Known the world over for excel
Lakes; D. N. Taylor, Portland; Si W. H. Chase, Woonsocket,
lence. Illustrated catalcpue free,
las B. Adams, Portland:
Stanley
R. I-,
1 buck, l doe
M. L. <*ETCH ELL CO.,
Bisbee, Rumford, Dr. Charles N F. B. Davis, Waterville,
Main
1 buck Mohmouth,
Sleeper, South Berwick; Charles, s.
December 5.
Hichhcrn, Augusta; Leith S. Back, A. M. Deane, Livermore
Houlton; Walter B. Parker, Portland
Fall®,
f 1 buck
David Talbot. Rockland and Williru- G French, Livermore Fail!®, 1 buck Direct from the trapper Highest m*r
D. Pennell, Lewiston.
Harry Lunge, Kennebunk,
1 doe ket prices with good liberal sort. Gccc*
Other matters of importance wer*
December 8.
held separate and all charges paid.
discussed at the meeting but no W. I. Sweelaer, Reading,
lefinite action was taken.
Mass.,
1 buck

Belgrade Hotel Man Appointed Comes Within Two of as Many
Does Killed as Bucks
Chairman of Legislative
Committee

FAMOUS
BACKWOODS
FAIRY TALES

J.

-

Maine.

TAXIDERMISTS

R A W F U R S W ANTED

A. J. Hopkins, Hornerstown, N.T

iV lÂ lN É

THE CLIMATE
OF HAWAII
Most Equable Known-Cool Sum
mers, Warm Winters

WOODS,

tude auchi condition» it is needle&s to

say are unique and would be im
possible were it not for the trade
winds which keep intact, .health,
comfort and commerce, and make
out-of-door sports a part of the
daily routine.
As every one may
live constantly in the open air, the
pleasures of those in good
health
are shared by health seekers. The
medical ‘‘don'ts’ which are necessary

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,

JANU ARY

14, 1915.

MAINE FIRST TO
SHOW INTEREST
A Re-organization Meeting to be
Held at Bangor.

SHOOT

The following extract from a re- in so man^ r^a'll,y S<>od climates
The State of Maine wasi one of
port written by Dr. Deland E. Oof- are unknown hereTherefore the the first to Show an active interest
er Assistant Surgeon General, Unit- cornalescent in Hawaii has not the in the protection of forests and for
ed States Marine Hospital Service, j to* ntlty wMdh is so
llis- and est conservation.
Many years be
bears directly on the
climate o f‘ whicl1 prov* s not ^frequently a bar fore the work was so general, Maine
rier to rapid recovery from ailment. had established an organized system
Hawaii:
not of forest fire protection; had inves
“The element of charm,
which Unlike some climates it its
good
for
every
disease
to
which
the tigated the Mt. Katahdin region as
•enters so potently into all things
For ex a forest reserve; and had establish
-Hawaiian, makes even the climate human anatomy is liable.
•conditions almost impossible of de ample, persons suffering from pul ed courses of instruction in forestry
monary tuberculosis' wild
usually for the training of professional for
scription.
“Indeed, one lives so comfortably thrive far better in Colorado than esters at the State University. This
here that tlie character of the cli here.- On the other hand patients state also organized one of the earl
mate ia practicaJiy never thought of. suffering from nervous complaints, iest of the state forestry aseociar
in the same way that a sound man kidney disease, etc., are justified in tions, which accomplished much dur-,
It j
lives oblivious to ibis liver. A per coming here from almost any part ir.g the period of its activity.
woldld®hort, I believe seemed that for the time being all
son newly arrived from the lands I° f
where snows and sunstrokes prevail the influences in Hawaii offer the that could be expected had been a c -!
could give a ' more convincing
de least resistance to bodily well be complished, and consequently active I
scription of our days and nights than ing of any of the well known health interest in the affairs of the assocEven if t h e i j a y ^ began to diminish, and to-day
one who through Sheer content has resorts of the world.
meteorological findings are similar |mai,y other states wiltlh far leap for.
lost all sense of perspective.
other places,
it
is
doubt tul j egt air ea, have larger and more ac'‘The weather statistics tell the
! whether they make their impress |tlve a,s.sociations.
•truc; but hardi j . <■ whole truth, j upon' the people as they do here.
Tlie general welfare of the whole
They show, and with all accuracy.
This climate breeds happiness and j state is so intimately connected with
& rather high rainfall, yet the lay
I laughter, a natural and a p p ro p ria te ly welfare of thJe forest, that it
man, either beacuse ours rains
Jreflection of the sunlight, rainbows-, p, 0j- pie greatest importane è that
usually occur at night or else becaus
be usually sees them as ‘liquid sun and purple hills, and lor those who ^j,e forest policy be a wise and pracenjoy such things—there’s Hawaii.”
tical one.
shine,’ would invariably
pronounce
Mark Twain once said: “No allien
The following offices and institu
the climate as the dry marine var
land in all the world has any deep, tions have already been organized to
iety. The temperature, humidity an
strong charm for me but that one; direct and control the forestry work :
rainfall vary widely with the expos
no other land could so longingly and
The office of the Forest Commisure and elevation selected as the
beseechingly haunt me sleeping and garner was added to that of the
b y , waking, through half a lifetime, a s j State Land Agent, and he was given
long as it is possible to run
' that one has done.
Other things j charge of all forestry matters and'
automobile over good roads! •in a
leave me, but it abides; other things ¡particularly of the administration of j
few hours from tlie humid warmth
change, but it remains the same. the funds raised by the special tax
of the coast to the dry cold of the
1For me its balmy airs are
always on the timber land owners, for the |
highlands, so long will the opinions
I blowing, its summer seas- flashing in protection of forest si from fire. This j
men differ as *o th* climate tak- 'the sun; tlie pulsing of its
surf fund is levied upon the owners cf|
>en s»s a whole
! beat is in my ear; I can see its timberland in unorganized townshipss
“-As Honolulu is the naturaJ centre Raping cascades, its' plumy palms and is not contributed to by the
and distributing point, one forms his drowsing by the shore;
its remote general taxpayer in any way.
impressions from local climate con summits floating like islands' above
There is also the work of Public
ditions.
It may be said in general the oloudirack; I can fel the spirit Instruction in Forestry for wtliicih
that the climate is of the
semi- oi its woodland solitudes;
I can the Legislature makes but inadequate
tropical variety in which the riieain bear the plash of its brooks; in my appropriations.
Through this: de
extremes are never reached.
nostrils still lives tlie breath of flow partment, the work of instruction in
“The fair days are no warmer, ers that perished twenty years ago.” forestry is carried on, not only* at
nor th e rainy ones more disagree
the State University, hut also at
able than those prevailing
during
the Normal Schools and
colleges/
FOf
CENTRAL
MAIN
the month of June in New
York THANK
throughout the State, and by means _________
_ ------------------- ------------- 1---------- ------------ ----------TRAIN SERVICE.
City, amd withal there is the cer - 1
of a summer camp course.
This board foot and cubic foot units would |cheerful and attractive to the tlioutainty that these conditions
will
prove
latter course is conducted free of a]so pw>ve profi,table to am all owners sands of visitors, but will
obtain throughout the whole y ear.1
down
the
inail
tuition,
and
offers
chiefly
practi‘
most
useful
in
keeping
dow
At a meeting of tlte Dover-Fox. . „ •.
The area and character ot the so-.*“
'"While a great many men dress just
cal
work
in
forestry
methods
in
the
,
.
..
,
,
,,
.
,
0__
;
sect
pests
Which
would
otherwise
incroft Board of Trade held at Dover,
„
called wild lands wbidh are mi^
:ae they do in the eastern
states, January 2, tilie following resolves field for those Who cannot afford the
,
jur the beautiful flowers, trees and
, , ,
. eluded in the Marne Forestry lbs- J
’ .
•the large majority of the population :
,, ,
1— ------—in these
---- —cemeteries,”a«™
*
jn,t -shrubbery
says
presented by Hon. John F . Sprague time or tue money .to .take. • a more ! trict are fairly well
known,
enjoy tine privilege, not to say the
extensive
course
of
instruction.
|
.
,
Mr.
Sibofiner,
whose
enthusiasm
for
received a unanimous passage.
luxury, of being comfortable in white
There is also a State Forest Nuris k'n'ovv 11 ol ^ 1,8 ,c iara(’
a -bird conservation has- done so much
Resolved that the Board of Trade
sery, where seedlings arp.
being exteinit
ll,e farmers woo
to build up The Liberty Bell Club
p<ery day in the year.
of Dover and Foxoroft, in meeting
'this state.
A state torest survey.
to
its present large membership.
grown
for
distribution
^t
yest
to
“Surf bathing and aquatic sports. |aaseTn^ien this second day of Janto their
la n d ,
all lands a.
j its present large membership,
pleasures which are known to com-1 uary
hereby eXtend its thanks ’ Prospective plantert* ef
o-reatest productive value,
wnecnei ^
'
paratively so few people on the
for [in the state’
Tl'rough this nursery %
begt suitetl for a-griculture i Mr. Shoffmer hopes m \ lh% ©jtaxnto th^ Maine Central railroad
mainland are indulged
in particular-,
„
!
V
T .... Voar’q
^
Dresen.t I pl>e of til©
ttt tb^ .West
°
^
Iits generous
Ne«w
Y e a rs gift to the ; ovvners Ula*v avftil « ^ n w iv es of nutly by children in January and July people Of tills vicinity, to wit:
h’e * " > "“ • 1,* alU'y sto<'k Wr
WOBk, be pf lim p i Hil-i and the Laurel Hill Coma lik e .
In this latitude and longiIts latesft train arrangements on |- I ^ a s t e ^ a t j pirninmn, , w l l tJ ^ luloU4i Val„e to the tami-er « otorte. win he toMowcd by others
^
f0.r este.r.
’ a]1 over the country, and he will be
the D. and F. brâiic'îl/ that permits] It is with the igea of extending ’.
glad to assist any company desirtrain No. 88 to leave Iftfxcroft at Ithis work that tilie aseistance of a
The planting of trees in cities and ! _
1.05 p. m., m i Which is
viitirelyj
&tTon$state organisai«! will be- _the new ing to do anything in this direction.
M ttsfacltry to all Interested torem09t u8atu1'
Secretary of th.eJtow.vS.
. _ «
’ _
„
“The work of The Liberty Bell
And be it fa th e r Resolved BiAt!
Fprosfcry Aeeiociation has an- Ihigbwayisi now bbilijr i
IBird Club is a beautiful id ^ ” »ays
;, is another pfitulPill
_
pr-bljiblli wOTPPyj
WArtbytl: Ls Board desires to acknowledge nouuced a r«’ orgahikatlon meeting,1the state,■s consideration
TIME TABLE
by tli.e A&feici-j, ® fi-S?’: Ru&&§l4 M; (jonweil, pas
to
be
held
at
Bâhfcdf,
id
tlie
serious
Us appreciation of and gratitude to
tor bf the Ökptibt Temiple, Phila
1 ln, Jüfîeet, December 14th, 1914
- . . •
the Hon. Joslah B. Mayo of
Fox- er o/ Commerce, on Jamiar^ §2, at! dation.
delphia, who ¡recommends that its
it i s : it is hoped that all of tlhe citicroft for his activities im this behalf. two o’bibék in the afternoon.
mission of humanity be given the
FJA R M IH G X 9IÎ Passenger Trains leave Farm sincerely hoped that this meeting Ize,n,s wilt eee fit to support
this
same consideration a® other mis
•ington for Phillips. Rangeley. and Kingfield, a t
will be lairgfetV attended by t'hbfee in- moveméftfv and will offer whatever
6.15 P. \1.. arjd for Phillips a t 12.07 P. M. fa ssions.
‘‘Birds,” he asepts, ‘‘accord
AUGUSTA YACHT CLUB
«enger trains arrive from Phillips a t 6.56 A. M.
temsted in foMsitry mat ter h, since Ibelp tb.ey c’^n1 th^wardb stirtidlkting an
*nd frornRaug-eley, Phillips and Bigelow a t 2.10
ing to til ei r size, äre the greatest
PM .
-----------j t.ilie meeting pro/jisea to he an in- j interesit in thé? wcfM and tiiafeihg itbenefactors of the human family, and
Makes |teresting one.
of real and pracLVii vdi'iie.
MIXED TRATN arrives a t 9 35 A. M and leaves Holds Annual Meeting and
¡should
be protected by the ones ben•«t 11.00 A. MIts P la ns f o r C om ing Season.
One of the important matters to [
jietited.
There is no otlier instance
STRONG PA SSEN G ER
TRAINS leave for
lie taken up at that timtf Is the
*
Farmington, a t 6.23 A. Mi. and 1.37 P. M. For
jin animal life where tlie combination
necessity
of
an
increased
approprfaF
E
E
D
I
N
G
B
A
S
K
E
T
S
I
N
S
T
A
L
L
E
D
Phillips at 12,37 -P.
. and for Phillips and
The Augusta Yacht Club held fits
j of the useful and the beautiful is so
Kangeley at 6.47-P.5M. and for Kingfleld a t 5.60 P.
annual meeting Wednesday evening tion for carrying on the educational;
clearly and so continually set forth
work
in
forestry.
This
will
be
Used
|
Passenger train? . arrive from Farmington at of last week at tlie club house,
the
bátffeetS
!
as
Bird songs uplift
12.37 P. M. and 5.47 P K . From Bigelow a t 1.25
meeting being characterized by a chiefly in extension work among fOhe'! Several hundred feeding
P. M
ai d beautiful rustic bind-tiouses hdve tn,r drooping spirits, quicken our confarmers
and
wood-lot
owners).
There
aMIXED TRAIN aip/ives from Phillips a t 8.46 large attendance and a goodly
should be demionatnation wood-lots in heen itustalled by the West LaUirei| * ,,«neie' strengthen our characters, inA. M. and from Bigelow ,a t 2.10 P. M.. and from mount of enthusiasm.
The
reports
Farmington a t 11.46 A. M. Leaves for Phillips a t
Cemeteries, I
° ,,r vi'<a’my. while their ceaseevety
county of the state showing Hill and Laurel Hill
1-40 P. M. and for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.
showed the club to be in good con
other i PhiladeLplhila, Pa., with, the advice. ''eSS uailare u,po'n *'ns'ec't pests wtiioh
tlie1
results
of
thinnings!
and
it liad
P H IL L IP S PA SSEN G ER TRAINS leave for dition financially and that
way and assistance of The Farm Journal j would ^take our crops, enables us to
In this
Farmington a t 6.00 A. M. and 1.16 P. M. For a Iso. made a gain in
membership cultural meais/ures.
We
kangeley at 6.16 P- M.
the
practical
advantages
of
forestry!
Liberty Bell Bird Olub in tlie hope Iproperly nourish our bodies.
Officers for
Pi8senrer train s arrive from Farmington a t during the past year.
owe them a double debt of gratitude
for
Wood-lots
can
be
most
forcibly
|
of
attracting
some
of
the
migrating
[2.55 P. M. and 6.10 P. M. From Rangelev at tlie ensuing year were elected
as
12.20 P. M.
Sample plantations birds to stay there all winter. as which it is high, time we should re
follows:
Commodore, Guy P. Gan demonstrated.
MIXED TRAIN leaves £or Farm ington a t 7.30
Should
also
be
established,
and practi well as to provide attractive homes pay with our best efforts to protect
Errtesit A.
A M. Rangeley 2.20 P. M. and arrives from nett; vice commodore,
be given in the for the regular sweet-voiced visit them from harm.”
Farmington at 2.15 P. M. Kingeley 10.15 A . M.
Gray; treasurer, Justin E. Packard; cat instruction
planting
ci:
forest
trees.
Records ors of summer.
Any one who favors bird conser
RANGELEY PASSENGER TRAINS leave for secretary, Joseph H. Dunfon.
vation
can help bring it about by
of
the
growth
and
development
of
Farmington a t 10.40 A . M. and arrives at 8.60 P.
Mr.
A.
L.
Smith,
treasurer
O
f
tlie
Arrangements for tlie
coming
and
spring aind summer season were talk these plantations would be of sub West Laurel Hill Company, and Mr. signing the following pledge
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips a/t 3.45
stantial value.
Dennonst rat ions of Ohas. P. Shoffrtei*. artist, and editor sending it in to Tlie Liberty
Bell
ed
over
and
it
was
voted
to
start
P. M. and leaves a t 7.30 A, M.
Jo urn ail,
SALEM PASSENGER TRAIN leaves a t 1.00 the season by holding a club crUi&e the methods of measuring standing of The Liberty Beil Bird Club De Bird Cilub. of The Farm
P. M. for Farmington and arrives a t 6.16 P. M.
Memorial Day.
The annual regatta timber,' and of scaling logs both in partment of The Farm Journal, laid Philadelphia, Pa.:
out the plans fob this Work in such a
H1NGFIELD PA SSEN G ER TRAIN leaves for was also taken up and discussed and
“I desire to become a member of
Bigelow at 9.00 A. M. and 6.38 P. M. F o r Fa rm  preliminary arrangements made.
It' A D V E R T IS IN G f o r m s o f t h e way as to enhance the beauty of The Liberty Bell Bird Club of The
ington at 12.40 P. M.
these ideal places for: bird1 sanctuar
is planned to make this regatta the
Farm Journal, and I promise to study
SPO R TSM AN ’S
SHO W
NUMBER
BIGELOW PASSENGER TRAIN leave« for
ies.
Farmington at 10.50 A. M. Arrives from K in g - best that tlie club has yet held and
C
LO
SE
F
E
B
.
14.
D
O
N
’T
D
E
L
A
Y
fi«ld at 10.00 A. M.
the amoii'iit of interest in the ma
“Tlie happy bird - families that find and protect all song and insectivor
F. N. BEA L, Gen’l Manager,
S
E
N
D
IN
G
IN
Y
O
U
R
A
D
V
E
R
T
IS
E

tter which was sihown at the meet
a haven of refuge in the'Se cemeter ous birds and do what I can for
Phillips, Maine.
ing gives a very promising outlook.
ies will not only make'thenu more the Club.”
M ENT.'
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Sportsmans Show
ON FEBRUARY 20, 1915

Watch for the big Sportsman’s
Show Edition of
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Forms close for advertisements

February 14.
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now and be sure your ad is there.
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ALL AROUND
THREE MINUTE
THE STATE
SERMON

Sunday morning the congregation a t ’ he liield at Odd Fellow s halt
A murre, which is a species of a
the Union church was pleased to Tuesday evening, January 26.
L. B. BRACKETT,
Mrs. Everett Knapp will entertain bird the size of a duck, was discov
hear Miss BeiMah Irwin in a solo.
Business M a n a g e r
Miss Emma Davenport has return the King's Daughters Friday even ered in the shed of L. T. Campbell
at Island Falls, the other day. It
ed from a ’visit to her sister, Mrs. ing of this week.
C H A N G E A N D CONSTANCY
OUTING EDITION
Shepard Bean has been ill with a is a member of the liawk family
Howard Toot baker in Portland. Miss
$1.00 per year
Doris Hailey was also a guest there bad cold the past week and unable and lives on the coast and rarely
LOCAL EDITION
This its a world of change.
The
found so far inland.
After a due
i t.l rough the holidays.
Miss Haley to attend school.
t i and 16 paaren...................... ............ S1.5C per year
Mr. and Mrs. Ardine Pease are rest it was liberated and took its death of the old year ar.d the com.
Canadian,“ Mexican, Cuban and Panama sub- |is attending Burdett Business
LC'lreceiving congratulations
on the only locomotion flying for its far ing of tlie new are instances of
«crip tion BO cents extra. Foreign subscription lege, B o s t o n .
l cants extra.
'
• tlldlS.
Mr. aud Mrs. Lesiter Bean
are [ birth of a daughter, born January 10. away home.
Sometimes change is good, it
taking their ni^alsi with Miss Luette1The little one weighed 4% pounds
En tered as second class m atter. January 21.
brings
high hopes of better thing«.
Timberlake
and
have
rooms
as
laist
and
is
named
Ina
May.
1996. a t the postoffice a t Phillips. Maine, unde
Chief Game Warden F. E. Jorgen
fibte Act of March 3.1879,
term ait N. P. Noble’s.
Percy Voter had a caller last Mon son of Ashland lias reported to the Tlnis is one reason the world re
Mrs. Emma Shepard, wlm has been day night in, the shape of a bob cat. Commissioners of Inland Fisheries joices at the coming oi eu.ch> new
The old year had many dis
To* MaineJWoods thoroughly covers the entire with her dau,glider, Mrs. S. E. Austin lie went out to one of bis buildings ai d Came the payment of a fine of year.
ot.Maine as t o ‘ Hunting. Trapping, Camp- in Lewiston for a few weeks,
Some of our dearest
re about 10 o’clock and discovered him, $10 and costs by James Piper of appointments.
sar and Outing news, and the Franklin county
ambitions
were
defeated.
We wanted
turned
home
Monday.
when
he
went
to
the
house
for
his
Winterville for trapping muskrats
catly.
to be good, iwe really meant to do
Irene Wing of Avon is visiting Eva gun and shot him.
Maine Woods solicits communications and fisb
He Was evi in the month of October.
end game photographs from its readers.
good, bint between our good inten
lyn Parker at Oak hurst Farm. ,
dently after some frozen meat which
When ordering the address oi your paper
tions and our performances a great
Mr. and Mrs. Truman
Fairbanks, was hung there for the liens.
He
hanged, pleased "give the old as wed as new
The biggest /oon that has been gulf appeared.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Heath, Miss measured about 30 inches in, length.
ddress.
seen in Parker Head this season
But the new year just opening ha«
Florence Heath, Ivons and Linwood
D. G. Bean 'of Biaigham is in Phil
was shot recently by Allston Oliver not thus far used us so harshly; ¡t
Health
were
Sunday
guesits
of
Mr.
lips
this
week
on
a
business
trip,
T H U R S D A Y , J A N U A R Y 14, 1915.
who witii bis small coon and mink i- too young as- yet to have brought
and Mrs. A. B. Toothaker.
the first for several months,
Mr.
dog,
“Ted,” had driven the coon defeat and disappointment. We love
School in the Winahip
district Bean is still employed by the Ante»
Chairman Nelson, of the State closed last Friday. Evalyn M. Park- Shovel & Tool Co., which firm he beneath a flat rock from whose pro it for the hopes of change and im.
tection it was impossible to drive proveinent that it bolds.
Change
highway commission, in a speech be-1 er> Law-rente H. Perry and Clarence has worked for for the past
33
tin animal out.
Finding it out of it» a good tiling when it has to do
lore the Maine automobile associa- j F Noyes were not absent during years.
No man is more
familiar
tion recently took up f''e subject of i tlie term.
Lucille M. Noyes was j with the State of Maine and the the question to kill the coon with a with leaving the bad and entering
the controversy between the farmer j abi5eilt but liailf a day Florence M. timberlands than Mi’. Bean, as his club, Young Oliver shot him. The into a greater good.
For this
and the automobiliist in regard to Heath, and Lin wood C. Heath were work calls him to nearly every sec- coon weighed 24% pounds.
change we alii should strive.
State road work.
T ’-e discussion absent one day.
But there is
another kind of
All hope that Miss tic-n..
In another column will be
has at times become acrimonious, Wilkinson willcome back,
it
The Bar Harbor Times
deplores change tlnat is not so desirous.
as
she found the prices for shovel handle
and the feeling aroused threatens was liked byall.
b’ooks for this spring and winter :he inroads being made on the for is the change .that tears from our
to delay the progress of good road
Mr. Stillman lias moved his family which be will pay.
His call at this es of Mt. Desert island by tlie por grasp cherished possessions and Irework in Maine.
Chariman Nelson front the upper village to a rent in office was an especially pleasant one table saw mill.
Three large tracts loved friends, that snatches us away
gives assurance of the desire of the j tl,e c E (McKenzie block
of
land
are
to
be
stripped to feed from childhood and youth, that hurls
! lo the editor as be spoke
many
highway commission to harmonize the
At tjie business meeting of the complimentary words for tlie Maine the mil], an operation which will us forward into middle life, old age,'
conflicting interests, and to work j EpTworth League held at Miss Crow- Woods.
occupy a crew of thirty men three weakness, disease and death. It is
along a definite plan for the ulti- e]j>s rooms last week the following
Homer Davenport who is at the years, it is estimated.
There is no the change that takes from us that
mate good of both.
He appreciates officers vvftre elected:
President, Sisters’ hospital in Lewiston for an romance about a saw mill;
it is that is good.
The Times’ note
fully the farmers’ position, and ad- (Harold Beedy; First Vice President, operation for hernia is getting along purely utilitarian.
In a world of changes wrought by
mits that their complaint is
not j Mrs. Raymond Ross;
Second Vice well.
the a11-devcuring scythe of Time the
of warning is timely.
human, soul cries out, “Oli, where
without good cause.
President, Mattie Bunnell;
Third
D F Fiel(1 has been confined to.
-----------------------------‘Vice President, Mrs. Willis Hardy; ,,is home &iliee }ast Saturday suffer-1 The five foxes which have been v a n Constancy be found?”
The answer is given in an old,
The governor council in the clos- ourtl1 ^ ice President, Mrs. I- red ; |ng wiitH a bad quinsy sore throat,
held in captivity by Chalmers Tracy
old Irook that tells of God as One
ing days of its existence made two
Secretaire, Agnes
Ross,
Friends are pleased to greet Harry for some time, broke loose
early
presents, a gavel to Governor Haines [ reasurer, Howard Ross; Organist, ¡yjalhoite of Portland who is at tlie ; one morning and it was necessary who is “the same yesterday, to-day
and a clock to George W. Lead- i
Ross.
A large number oi tlie p/miwood again for a few weeks t o ! *o shoot some of them as they could and forever,” “in whom is no vac
ia.bilteness neither shadow of turning.”
better, who has been, the messenger members were present and at tlie recuperate from a recent illness. It not be captured alive.
The soul that trusts in God shall
of the governor and council, The| close refreshments were served. The willl be remembered ' that Mr. Ma/1find the secret of the Const ait
presentation sipeeclies in each
in- h'ea“&u,e
ilias been a great help in the j }10jte was j,n
Phillips for
several
Friends will be interested to know Heart at the centre of all things
stance were made by Hon. Fred G. church work during the past >eai weeks in the spring recovering from
that Mrs. F. E, Stanley of Newton, forever.
Kinsman of Augusta, the chairman of alK* ®s starting in the New
1 ear alJ operation.
musical,
tlie council.
,'\ith renewed zea.l and activ ity.
Mrs. Eugenie Nichols of Boston Mass., gave a delightful
Sunday, December 10, Miss Crow was called to Phillips Saturday by New’ Years, in celebration of her
FEDERATED CHURCH
The gavel presented to the gover
nor is of ivory, with the seal of ell occupied the pulpit for the first the critical illness of her m oth er.! forty-fifth wredding anniversary. This
was the first of a series of three
. . . .
She was Mrs. Eliza French.
Maine cut in on both ends, the name time in several weeks.
! Melvin Sherburne Hutchins, pastor,
musicals in her home.
_ ,
,
,
greeted by a Large and appreciative
of the members
of
the
council
and
,
The Maine Woods crew was treatCalendar for w'eek ending January
the governor, with tine years 1913 audience. At the opening of th e , ^ thjjg week to some fin; tangerine |
23.
and 1914 cut in the center. Gover- ^rvice in a very’ Pleasing manner
by c E Parker> who had a
The Biddeford Journal suggested
Sumla y, J anuary 17 ; 10.4 5— Moronor Haines aud Mr. Leadbetter rethanked her people for . their ^
sent J)jm fr(>m hfe fri,emk James that it is high time somebody in ing worship.
Sermon, ‘‘Tlve Mes
sponded for the gifts .in a feeling kindness to her and especially B>n Snijth of gt Petersburg Fla ' Mr vented artificial bait with which to sage of The One Hundred and Thirtytheir prayers for her during her
manner.
and ninth Psalm.” 12.10—Sunday school
Smith wrote him that he went hunt catch cod, the fishermen up
recent illness.
She preached a very
ing on Christmas day and- shot 32 down the coast having complained 7.30— People’s
service.
Address,
helpful sermon from the subject “A
bitterly of late because tlie fisb are “Kulture and Culture.”
quail.
We hope that our redaers will take
Forward Look.”
Special
music
At the regular meeting of Hope plenty while the •natural bait is
Monday, Jan. 18: 3.30— Secial bus
an interest in the department that
was turniisllred by Agnes, Howard and
Rebekah Ledge held in Odd Fellows’ scarce.
iness meeting of Free Baptist church.
is edited by Alfred P. Lane, the auth
Olive Ross.
Hall, last Friday evening, the degree
Thursday, Jan. 21: 7.30— 1*rayer
ority on rifle shooting, etc.
He
A social will be held Friday evening
was conferred on two candidates,
will be pleased to answer any ques
After
completing
the
stocking
of
ni°
ilt^rL'oDecember 15, at tlve home of Frank
Miss Tina Miller and Hollis Holft.
tion a.nd give infoinnation on any
Maine waters with salmon from the i
------------------------------Atwood.
Members of the congre
Refreshments of fruit were served Pacific coast, government might try■' M E T H O D I S T E P I S C O P A L CHURCH,
subject in bis line. Send questions
gation and friends are cordially in
at the close by Mrs. Evelyn Currier I
.to this office and they will be
the experiment of planting a few ,
vited to attend.
and Mrs. Mamie Noble.
The in
forwarded to Mr. Lane.
thousand reindeer for the restocking
Bessie F. Crowell, pastor,
Monday, December 11,
Evelyn
stallation of officers for the year
While the j Sunday, January 17—Morning worHoed, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. 1ÎT5 will occur at Odd Fellows’ ball of the Maine forests.
NEW GAME LA W .
Sernion, “The Larger
Frank Hood celebrated her seventh this (Thursday) evening, a special reindeer has never achieved a rep u -jsl.ip 10.4.'
Sunday’ school 12.
tation as a game bird, there ought Christian Life.”
birthday.
Several of her school
meeting having been called for this i
A new game law that should be
to be as much sport in shooting Junior League 3. Bpworbh League
mates were present.
Refreshments
purpose.
The District Deputy Presi
passed by all States would contain
Subject, “League Study (’las
one ‘ns- there is in tlie killing of our 7
of cake and ice cream were served.
dent, Mrs. Addie B. Norton, of
the following, says an
exchange,
ses.”
Leader, Harold Beedy. Pray.
semi-domesticated
Maine
deer.—
Bid
Let every member of the
Free Farmington will install, tlie officers,
:and these are our sentiments, too.
e~ and praise service 7.30.
deford Journal.
,
,
|Baptist church remember that it is
assisted by Grand Marshal. Mrs.
Book agents may be shot between
.
.
,,
.
Thursday, January 21.— Mid week
^ x ,
” ,
_ . j a very important meeting Monday, Della Wheeler Luce, also of
F ar
October X and September 1; Spring
. „ OA . . .
. ,
prayer meeting 7.30.
•_
.
|January 19, at 2.30 at the Parish mington.
Several
month® ago Clarence
A supper will be served
Poets from Marc 1 to June 1; Au- i ti
,
. .,
,
„, „
„
„
House, and not fail to be present at the close of the installation by Morse of Bath bad a hound, which lie
tom ohlie Speed Demons from January .
C A R D OF T H A N K S .
.
if poissuble.
Mrs. Grace Wliorff, Mrs. Etta Smith, kept at lib« portable mill at West1 to January 1; Road Hogs from . . . . . .
,
....
.
A A ' _ .
TT , J The installation of the officers of Mrs. Edith Haley, Mrs. Carrie Adams port.
The dog disappeared and Mr.
April lo to April 15; Amateur Hunt-! A
,
.
.
....
------- - —- ------ —
We wish to extend
our
many
ers from September 1 to February M Sa<Mtel>a‘ k * “ P®*»»0» « 1 " ntl1! Misses Gladys Hewey and Tresaie Morse had no clue to his where
' Tuesday evening ot next week, when j CarroU> U|e
cttmmlttee frr abouts until a few daiy® ago, wlneai thanks and appreciation to our
1: W ar Talikres—no closed season;
the district deputy, George W. Grov- ti e same being Mrs. Cora Beedy and lie wa® walking on the street
in friends who so kindly assisted us
any man who accepts a paper for
e ” will install* the officers assisted .Mrs. Edith Haley.
in the loss of our dear wife and
Booth
bay
and
tlie
dog
suddenly
ap
two years and then, when the bill
bv W. S. Toothaker.
mother,
and for the beautiful floral
peared, delighted to see his mast
is presented, says, ‘I never ordered
Mrs. J. W. Russell, who has been
tributes.
er.
Mr.
Morse
took
tlie
dog
back
it,’ may be killed on sight and shall
S top pin g the Procession.
quite ill with pneumonia is now able
Mr. George Oakes
be buried face downward in quick
The fact that the little we can do to Westport, pleased to get the ani
to be about the house but is still
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Quwnby and
mal back again.
lime so as to destroy tlie germs
quite weak from her illness. Their to make the world better is small in
family.
deed is often our excuse for doing
and prevent the spread of tlie infec
little son has been quite ill
this
nothing, but it Is a very poor excuse,
tion-.”
Several Augusta owners of automo
DEATHS.
week with a grip cold, but is sonic jn reajity it should be the very reabetter.
son why we should do our little and biles have appeared with the 1915
B ra ve ry W as Toothache.
Jay, Dec. 17, Howard A. Bean,
Mrs. Bert Rideout lias
recovered do it up to the limit of our best pos rfgistration tags attached to their
While some old soldiers were telling i from her recent operation sufficient sible. The world is’ not made better machines, the figures being blue on a aged 45 years, only son of -Mrs.
In appearance
the Augusta M. Bean.
all at once and by the big achieve white field.
war stories one of them recalled a j ly to lie out riding Wednesday,
curious Incident. He had a raging
yir a,ud Mrs. Louis Dow of Skow ments of one or two; it is a slow tags are very similar to the Massa1914
toothache and the night before the j hegan aTe receiving congratulations Pr°cess and the little goodnesses of a ci usetts registration tags of
Bt.hsvi.or of T hun de rsto rm s.
multitude of people combine "to c a k e with the exception of a little dif
battle hardly slept a wink. Next day
^
Rubber on one’s heels as a proteo
It possible, if It came easily and sud ference in the shape of the figures.
he was In line with his regiment, and
Mr. Dow is tlie son of Mrs. denly and through individual effort
tion against a flash of lightning—com
there was the usual nervous appro- j “
mended by the coroner at a recent
hension among the men, but he was l^ ',a
ot this town,
we might easily shoulder our respons
fully occupied with his aching tooth.
Fred Dodge inform® a Maine ibility on some one else, but when it is j Chief Game Warden F. E. Jorgen inquiry—gets no support from FlamSuddenly the flglit was on, and with i Woods reporter this morning that such a slow business at which a multi- |sen of Ashland has reported to the marion, who has specialized on the be
a yell he started forward at the head j bis father, Mr. Benjamin Dodge who tude must work then to neglect our 1Commissioners of Inland Fisheries havior of thunderstorms. Even an In
of the company.
He yelled and underwent a very critical operation part is a sin and a crime. Because it and Game the payment of a fine of dia rubber suit he thinks childish ai
childish as silk umbrellas without Iron
cheered and fought for two hours, and at Bell’s boaptial last Saturday, «s ,
80 ''^ 'e that lie best of us can do, j $20 and costs by John H. Swefezey
ribs. Among bis rules for safety, not
when victory was won he was highly
,
.
.
.
It is all the more important that the
getting along a® well as can be ex- : ..... . .
..
, ,,
of Ashland for killing deer illega generally recognized, is one forbidding
complimented for his bravery. ‘Yet,’”
.
Y
: little be
done after thebest fashion
He legt the whole proce8s.B0 B,ow and lly in 1914—more than two deer. On us to run during a storm, for running
gaid he, “it wasn’t bravery at all. It pected under the circumstances.
laborious at best, still stay and lingeraccount of extenuating circumstances causes movements of the air, and light
was that awful tooth, and my desire passed a fairly comfortable night.
to do anything to banish the jumping
The Odd Fellows and
Rebekahs | for want
of us. No, weought not the
to payment of half the fine was ning is easily diverted along such a
path. Don’t ring bells, and avoid ani
pains! ’’
will join in a roll! call this year, to i «top the procession.
suspended.
mals and telegraph posts, are among
hi» hints.
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William Isaac Sargent was horn in
Madrid, January 6, 1877 and died De
of
cember 28, 1914, after a few days’
. r ..
. ,
sickness from pneumonia.
_
........... ........—
Year lhan tan be Estimated.
Mr. Sargent, wilio was the son of
C onducts a first class job p rin tin g d e p a rtm e n t
William I. and Vesta (Lufkin) Sar
pOR S E R V IC E — R e g i s t e r e d
W h ite
gent,
decided
as
a
youing
man
to
re
Chester boar.
Don Ross, Phillips.
Mr. Clias. P. Slmffiner, artist and
w hich specializes on C am p and H otel w ork
«liter of T!i,e Liberty Bell Bird Club main on the old, borne place and help
bis
father
and
mother
in
their
de
department
of
The
Farm
Journal,
pOR SALE—Two handsome
thorclining yearns.
onglibred, rose combed white Wyan Philadelphia, is preparing a most in
His father dying in 1902, left Mr.
teresting
and
instructive
exhibit
of
dotte cockerels, weighing nine and
Sargent to carry on th,e farm alone
¡gn pounds.
Will make price right. The Liberty Bell Bird Club work, to
be placed in the P a f t c e of Education as the strength and support of his
L C. Phillips.
Phillips, R. F. D.
Loyally and well
and Social Economics at the Pana widowed mother.
did
h,e
underbake
the’ trust; under
ma-Pacific International Exposition
ibis faithful care and labor the old
WANTED—A capable,
trustworthy in- San Francisco.
homestead lias steadily increased in
or an elderly mam to do chores.
value, Ms- mother had her happy
Five head of cattle and liorses. A
home continued through her life, and
good job for the right party. Albert
Ibis sisters and brothers, had tine sat
v Kempton, Phillips,
Farm ers’ ,
i
isfaction of knowing that the place
'phone.
they loved so well was still their wel
come home kept by a brother's faith
PRICE of sihoviel handle blocks,
ful care.
winter and spiring 1915, X X blocks,
W e design and p rin t Books, L e a f le ts F o ld ers,
In the town and community Mr.
Hcents; X blocks, 60 cents; No. 3
Sargent was known and esteemed for
¡fecks, 24 cents per dozen. Ames
e t c ., and w ould be pleased to fu rn ish sam ples,
his integrity and helpfulness.
His
grovel & Tool Co., D. G. Bean
going leaves a sad break in the
.gen.:, Bingham, Me.
Here, bird-house architects, contrac
dum m ies and prices on re q u e st.
little neighborhood.
In town affairs
j tors, builders or would-be landlords
•lie had served acceptably as commis
may find models of summer cottagsioner of roads, sometimes
Slaving
-----------; es, winter apartments, bathing facilr
charge of those in this own section
Jan. 11. j ities and eating places that
bird
and at others, the highways of the
Miss Leora Gould visited her cou-j residents like best.
The bird stutown were entrusted to his care.
$u, Vera Voter recently.
dent will he helped to find an amSThe death of Mrs. Sargent in Sep
Bert Hardy and Carroll Wing saiwed i wer to the ever-recurring,
“What
tember 1913 was another break in
tie wood for Mr. Haines and Bern- , bird is this?”
The bird lover who
„
,
,
, ,
the family circle and now her son
ind Vicing last week.
! wants to help save our
feathered ,
.
, ,
, ,,
,
... ..
, ,
,
.
has followed her, and the heartfelt
Doris Hardy who has been visiting friends from ruthless slaughter will
,,
. . , .
Isympathy of many friends is again exer tyunt, Mary Patridge for the past hove -n opportunity to sign
le |tentje(j t() £|ie aoprowing brothers and
week returned home Sunday.
O’ub pledge:
sisters.
Le^ H unt is working for Mr. Now
“I desire to become a member of
, ,
„ , „
„
i The funeral wsa from the home
The Liberty Bell Bird Club of The _
,
01 .......
ed.
* ¡December 31, 1914.
Rev. J. P. Barrett is packing Farm Journal, and I promise t o ;
,
i The following were among the
pptes for Charles Green.
study and protect all song and in- .
... ,
.
T..,.
beautiful flowers sent:
Pillow, 37
Let the words of Thackeray speak
Robbie McLeairy has been visiting se-ctivorous birds and do what I . ..
. ,
,
white pinks, one dozen pink roses, to this son and daughter and »to all
his mother for a few days.
can for the Club»
.. , \ . ..
, . .
,
v
tied, brothers and sisters;
bouquet who wilii miss her in this life:
Rev. J. P. Barrett preached at
Every one who signs this pledge, , .
,
0
.
,
i
¡daybreaks, Edna Sargent;
bouquet ‘‘Those who are gone, you have:
Jan. 11.
and sends it in to the Club will
.
n .
Weld last Sunday.
_
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Inarcissuses, Mr. and Mrs. F. Dunham
Those who departed loving yon,
_________________ ___ ___ receive its badge-button without cost
.
, ..
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Lester
Sylvester
has
gone
to Big
— — --------------------------------------------- ,
¡and Milford, Mr. and Mrs. James
love you still; and you love them Island to work.
Iof any kind, at any time.
. .
. . ,
.
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Bursiel; bouquet daybreaks, Mr. and
always.”
r U A ta
I L L I
Mr. D. O. Lively, Chief of the De- L_
. ‘ T '
BLwin Ricker of Flagstaff visited
i i
’
¡Mrs. Elwm McLaugflilin, Mr.
and
At
the funeral services beautiful
"ABve. unhurt, all Jiinds. cJd or yQuiy. Afao |Pa ntent of^ ive^_^K> ° ^
* Mrs. Fred McLaughlin; bouquet hya
his sisters, Mrs. Warren Dyer and
words of comfort were spoken by
mink, marten and tisher. Will handle above p o s i tio n , a n d a m e m b e r Of T h e L i b Mrs. Percy Day Sunday, January 10.
named animals at all times of year. W rite or
cinths, Mr. and Mrs. Lester Rowe;
Rev. M. S. Hutchins.
wire what you have to offer, statins lowest GTty B>0ll Bird Clfllb, considers
«LH
18 narcissuses, Mr. and Airs. F. N.
Mrs. Brown of Stratton visited Mrs.
« W M t o f « h is k t a d
a
Mrs. French had been a member
Beal; one dozen pink roses, Perley
George Ricker one day last week.
M. F. STEVENS,
j signficant feature at the Pan-PaciDover, Maine
Phillips and Miss Hazel
Sargent; ot the Phillips Free Baptist church
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Gordon of
Tel. 64.16
[ fic International Exposition
which,
of.e dozen pink roses, Howard Gates for many years.
Stratton
visited Mrs. E. A. Gordon
¡-........
.... ______ :---- :— -..■■■■— it'’ reminds us, is an educational in -'
On account of a slight railway ac
and Miss Marion Sargent; bouquet
Sunday, January 10.'
stitution in the broadest sense, and
hyacinths, Myrtle Heath;
bouquet cident the flowers did not arrive
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Otho White cut his foot quite badly
YOUR CATCH GF RAW FURS IF adds:
narcissuses, Phillips Hardware Com- until after the services. They con
at BlakesLee last week.
Everett
instructive
O
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a
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lA. i
,
pany; bouquet daybreaks, Mr. and
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*
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Mrs. Dana Stin,oilfield.
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T
1
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/your
, money will be ment of. Live
Stock ir,
is a„ showing ot
and MrS'. C. N. French., Mrs. C. E. him out with his team, Joe White
returned. We must please you or lose ;
money.
children’s pets, as we believe that
Nichols, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel French; meeting him half way.
O IB T U A R Y
5000 BOTTLES HAVE ALREADY ¡the care of pets by children is a
Mrs. Joe White ha® come out from
panel of daybreak pinks, Mr. and
BEtN SOLD AND NOT ONE TRAP-j vitally important\ element" in their
Blakes'lee camps and has gone to
Mrs.
F.
E.
Howard,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
MRS. E L IZ A L. F R E N C H
PS&JIAS ASKED COR HIS MONEY frai,ning and teaches them qualities
E. Howard; daybreak pinks, Mr. and New York.
------------of heart and mind which cannot be
Mrs. Arthur Graff am; daybreak pinks
Tom Landers and Martin O. Neal
Mrs. Eliza L. French, whose death!
ANIMAL ATTRACTOR
obtained in any other way.”
are working for Sylvester Brothers.
will lure all flesh e a tin g anim als such as j ,.j doubt if Th lFarjn journal rea- occurred on, Sunday. January 10, wa® \g ^ i J ^ Gra^ m
^
Clinton Meaner has got his1 house
S ' w o T C " , » ‘o p t s u T t h e
economic importance ot its bom April 5. 1881 the oldest <*1U * .
°»«»».
etc. Price (100-150 sets) $1.00 postpaid! ; Liberty Bell Bird Club movement to Set,h and Rachel (Parker) Howard,
oi-owmg is a ns o o
le - hold goods from Danemord, N. Y.,
MUSKRAT ATTRACTOR
future generations,,” says Col. Ike who lived on the farm now owned and n€ig i iors wmo expiessed aeir and has moved them into the house
“over the hill,” formerly owned by
For luring muskrats only. P r ic e (100-! T . Pryor, ex-Presi,dent of The T rans-i by B. F . Beal. Practically all lie*
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Mississippi-Commercial Congress, and girlhood wais passed in this home,
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Ziba Davis has returned home from
Vice-President of The National Live andwhen shemarried David Frendh, |K)TK 1,ng W1 !
° ■^ea’:S °
1
lute:Mr. and Mrs,. Adelplius Parkbea^er.®nly- Price dOO-150 gtock A&sociation, also an enthusias-1the new home was made on an
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and has
taken his
i
i
u
¡ er, Mr. and Mrs. Simón Booker, Mrs.
sets) $1.00 postpaid.
father’s horses and gone into the
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“The pre- ¡ adjoining farm.
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n
servation and protection of insecti- reciation of all the beauties cf Na- ■* dri
angs,
r- .
> 'woods' to work for Low Durrell.
For makingtrails to and from sets. 'Sprvauon ana Protecuon or
msecu
Mr. and Mrs. Willi DIM, Mr. and Mrs.
Very powerful odor.
Economical to jvorous birds is imperative and •es- ture, the grandeur ot themountain
^
M 1 Mr m d Mr& c
()
A. A. Berry and Guy
Sedgeley
iise. sPrice $1.00 postpaid.
Isential to our existence.
Without ¡ sc ene as seen from these hillsides,
Dill, Mr. and Mrs. Freemont Seam- were in town recently repairing the
6 Bottles $5.00 these birds little or nothing could 0 ;e waving trees off the forest, the
5Bottles $2.50
man, Mir. Winfield Badger, Mr. and telephones.
DON’T WASTE YOUR TIME AND be grown or matured by tin© farmer, wild flowers and even the rocks oi
Miss Nettie Beni is off Stratton visit
MONEY WITH BAITS THAT MAY Insects of various kinds would mul- j the fiepi were dear to her heart and Mrs. Otto Badger, Mr. and M,rs. Eben
Hans,com Mr. and Mrs. Charles, Ber ed Mrs. George Ricker one day last
OR MAY N O T BE GOOD. USE AT
TRACTORS AND BE SURE OF RE- tiply and increaise to a point where j who hall say that these things did ry, Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Tooth,atkeir, week.
vegetable and animal life oould not not give 11nr strength, and courage
S U L T S -A N INCREASED CATCH.
Mrs. Louise Butterfield, Miss AlberThere is a lot of lumber being
exist, and without which the human 1° nieet and overcome many off the
tine Butterfield, M,r. and Mrs. Frank hauled to the mill to be sawed. Mr.
family cannot long survive.
This hard ship« that were her portion, tor
Tooth,aker, Mr. and Mips. Alfred Stubbs is sawing every day. Warren
Club should have the support and ; before the death of her husband in
Toothaker, Mrs. Louise Wheeler, Missj Dyei is assisting Mini.
co-operation of every individual who j 1367 three tiny graves, were silent
Cora Wheeler, Mr. and Mrs,. C. B.
inhabits every country on the globe.” witnesses of a mothers
sorrowing
Hunter, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Kemp
“Birds save more of the Nation’s heart,
ton, Mr. and! Mrs. Joel
Carlton,
wealth each year than can possibly
Aft'”* the deal! off Mr. French,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Boston, Miss
be estimated,” states Prof. C. P. bravely she took upon her own Elsie Badger, Mr. and Mrs. Win. T ru 1
Bull, ex-Manager of The Sixth Nat shoulders the care of the farm and Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Hewey.
Mrs.
and
ional Corn Exposition, now Professor the three remaining children
Flora Carr Pease, Mrs. Susie Carr
Jan. 11.
CUNS
niojfl
faithfully
did
she
fulfill
this
of Agronomy in the University of
FISH-RO
Daggett,
Mrs.
Soule
and
Mrs,
Carrie
M,rs
Frank
Barnjum
of
Lynn field
Still another sorrow came
Minnesota.
“Your movement
for trust.
William F . N y e is the great more and tamer birds is a good one to her in tihe sickness and death of Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lowell. Center, Mass., was a guest last week
of Mr. and Mrs;. George Barnjum.
est authority on refined oils in the
and should be pushed along.
We a daughter, Inez, wife of Henry
Odd Baby Tender.
Little Miss Flossie Gould was ill
need more of our feathered friends, L. Carr.
world. He was the first bottler; has
Hut “God hath marked each sorrow
The “baby tender” invented and * few days Last week.
Dr. Currier
i
Success
to
The
Liberty
Bell
Rird
the largest business and N Y O I L
used
to
this
day
in
the
Island
ol
j
is
attending
her.
ing
day
i Club.”
« the best oil he has ever made.
Marken in the Zuyder Zee Is the subHenry W. True of Phillips was a
And numbered,every secret tear,
i Words of cheer and deeds that
N Y O IL
count from many editors of religious, |And heaven's long age ol bliss, sha 1 stitute for (he cradle which resists guest at Barnjum last Saturday.
the advance ol’ baby carriages and
HAS N O E Q U A L . .
educational, humane and agricultural
pay,
modern high chairs.
In Marken, ba Raymond Cox of Barnjum was in
newspapers and general
magazines
For all his children suffered here,
Beware of scented mixtures called
bies of botii sexes are dressed exactly Dixfield a few days last week. Mrs..
°R Use NYOIL on everything
are summed up in the message of In the home of her son Charles,, alike, the accepted fashion having Raymond Cox ha® ailsio visited relat
where a light oil is needed. It preJ. M. Sevenich, Editor Der Landmann ! there will he. in very truth, the va- been unchanged for three centuries. ives in Dixfield two weeks ago.
veuts rust and gives perfect lubrica
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, who writes:
cant chair,' for during all the years At so early an age, is the infant in
tion.
George Barnjum and Master Harold
“The Farm Journal Liberty Bell of his life, mother and son have cased In the stays of this costume that were guests: a. few days last week
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
there is no ase for a cradle for babies
your firearms and your rod. You will
Bird Club campaign deserves
the been separated for only short per m
Marken. The, child is supported j °T Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bairnjum of
findit by far the best. Hardware and
iods.
support
of
every
man,
woman
and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
and kept out from under foot in a j Lynnffield Center, Mass,
Mips. Genie French Nichols
was
child of the entire world.”
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 e. and
wooden contrivance serving both as a
Miss Clara Virgin has
finished
>utrial sizes at 10 c. Made by
TO EVERY ONE WHO HAS present during the last off Mrs. chair and cradle, which is mounted on i wbrk for Mrs George Barnjum and
HELPED, AND TO THOSE
WHO French's illness, and can curry with small wheels so that it may be readily
is visiting ber aiunt, Mrs. Solon MecWM. F. NYE,
(ARE GOING TO HELP—OUR SIN- her the cherished memory off her moved about, A shelf in front serves
iham.
Mrs. Raymond Cox will take
New Bedford, Man.
j CERE AND MOST APPRECJAT- mother’s handclasp, and her voice as a rest or receptable for food oi
playthings.
i
the
place
of Miss Virgin,
calling her by her girlhood’s name.
i IVE THANKS.
»’OR BAlTiW— Edison Dictating
ma
chine. in first class comditioiii. in>aire at Maine Wood* offlcs.

Birds Save More

Wealth Each

W h y not let us K elp
you

witH y o u r

a d v e rtisin g ?

WEST FARMINGTON

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E

EUSTIS

Animal Attractor Company,
Stanwood, Iowa, Box M.

EAST MADRID

M A IN E

W OO DS, P H I L L I P S ,

M A IN E ,

JANUARY
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Protector Kirby of Brainiardsville ton Gun Clubs, the Chicago
their lodge over and around
the
warning beacon.
Then in order to makes report of a colony on Redford |Association, the Sportsman's] ^
¡of America, the Hamilton
Clll)) 1
Th© reports received by the Con circumvent the trespassing beaver, Brook.
Raquette
La
ke
District—Protector
|
the
1
11
Inois
Athletic
Club,
and
t l '*
servation Commission show that the men put up a. wire fence so the
Lynn
of
Raquette
Lake
makes
a
deI
South
Shore
and
other
country
^
beaver
could
not
get
into
Nicholl’s
beaver are moultiplying rapidly and
are taking possession of their an yard where they ware cutting pop tailed report of numerous colonies' in working in unison as an allied orga„.
Thereupon the wily hie territory, showing over 250 beav ization to make the event the ^
cient heritage in many
different lars for food.
His roeord of lo ever.
animals
vindicated
the assertion of er inhabitants.
sections of the Adirondack©1.
cation
is
as
follows:
In township
The Southern Handicap was award
Colton District—Protector Smith of a scientist who said that ‘‘beaver
40;
two
colonies
on
Bowlder
Bro<*k, ed to the Memphis Gun Club, aj|(j
apparently
depend
more
upon
reason
Colton reports three colonies in his
■; territory of tine Raquette River eonn- and less upon instinct than do the on© on Beaver Brook, one on Otter will he shot in April; the ty'&aterj
majority of the fo<r©st folk,” They „Brook, two an Brown’s Tract In Handicap to the Missouri Athief
The Herald (N Y) Dispatch says: trY.
let, one on Brandeth Lake
stream, Club, to be shot at St. Louis '
Cranberry Hake District—Protector piled wood against the fenfce and
The beaver lias been restored to
one on Marion river; in township 41, the Pacific Coast Handicap to t ,
Hand of Cranberry Lake records one easily climbed over into the forbidde
liis favorite haunts, the Adirondacks,
one colony on Cascade Lake Slt r0am>j pastime Gum Club, to b©
territory.
by mean© of restocking and effect oolqpy on Grasse River below the
one on Shadow Lake stream, o n e, g^n Diego, Gait, dates of both d
Mr.
Hoffman
says
the
Brown’s
reservoir; one colony on Cranberry
ive protection, according to the reTract Lumber Company is glad to en Cranberry Pond, one on Eagle |latter to be selected by the clubs
Lake
Inlet;
one
colony
on
Big
RivpcrtS' of systematic observations of
., „
Creek, two on Two Sis tarsi’ Pond, |
protectors «ad others received b y ' «
“< * » la the t o w of Webb. see the beaver restored to the Adir
on;
'
‘nr
ondacks.
in his opinion they do in township 39, two calnaies
C
rogl
i
an
District—Pro
lector
And
r-e
the conservation commission. These
Shanty j
in rare north branch' of Shingle
of Gnoghan reports two colonies at no great damage except
investigations show that there are
Sunday Lake; one at Stillwater, cases where they become so tame stream, one on East Pond; in towmtaj day between 1,500 anid 2,000 beav
Bljip 36, one colony on Big Salmon
as to invade summer camp groves.
er in the wiilds, whiicih the Iroquois Beaver River; on© at Francis Lake;
Lake, one on Carey Pond, one on
Glenfield
D
istrictProtector
Van
Indiana called “KolHsa-ra-ga,” “The 011« at upper end of Watertown light
Rack Pond ¡ s t r e a m , one o i l Flat
Beaver Hunting Country," and whose “11(1 P*>w«r dam; two on West Branch Snyder of Glenfield reports the beav
Fish Pond. one on
pottle
Poml
er
numerous
in
his
section:
one
ownership was challenged by the IOfitwegmtdhie River. All
good ©izCanadian tribe, styled in derision by ^ colonies with large houises." Also colony at Mud Hole Pond, one at stream; in township 35, on© Lbluhy
Little Pine Lake, one on Pine Greek, on Loose Pond stream, two on North,
the Mohawks, the ‘‘Adirondacks,’’ a few beaver scattered in various
one on Crawford’s Fish Pond. Pro Bay Brook, Forked lake, one on Up
places,
without
permanent
habitation
til© “Tree Eaters."
tector Quirk of Pulaski reports that per S argon lit Pond; In township 34,
The Adirondacks to-day are again -as Yet.
entitled to their old Iroquois nam e,’ Forestport District- Protector lid lie has not learned of any beaver in two colonies on Utawama Lake, one
He Alias Information on Loon Brook; in township 6, one
for they are rapidly becoming the linger of Forestport
reports three Oswego County.
That immense herds of caribou
Creek, colony on Marion River, two on Sout
country for the beaver, although this colonies on the Bleak Rivei, one at of one colony on Crooked
Inlet, one on Bear Brook; in town-j such as years ago roamed the vriid
Lewis'
County,
one
mile
from
eolith
Kayuita
pond;
one,
three
miles
above
favorite fu:r bearing animal is no
ship 3, two colonies on Hess Pond, lands of this state and constitute]
longer persecuted by the
trapper Enos, where they have built a dam; end of Stony lake, and one colony
one
colony on Fifth Lake, one colony a picturesque part of 'Maine's a;.
noth end of Stony
one on the Stillwater below North east of the
and hunter.
on Seventh Lake, two colonies on mal life wild Within a few
The Legislature of 1903 appropri Lake; one colony on north branch of Lake in. Independence River.
inhabit our forests is the hop© an,]
Glovers vi 1lie
District—P rotee to r Red River; in township 4, two col even tlie belief of many of
ated $500 to begin the restocking North Lake; one colony on second
onies
on
Falls
Pond,
two
colonies
on
of the Adirondacks with beaver and Stillwater above Honondaiga. Lake on Masten reports that “ the beaver
Summer state gam© officials as tlie result ,
in 1905 three pairs were liberated. ^
Canada <'reek, several colon- made several visits to Fulton Coun Mitchell Pond, one on
numerous reports which have bee
Ooe pair was given their
liberty:
011 Ihdian River.
Also reported ty,’’ but found no permanent colon Creek, two on Indian River.
received from limiting guides ^
St.
Gegis
District—William
Bump,
on a small stream
enering the ^Y protector Ball, one colony on "Win- ies. It is possible that the few
game wardens in the northern
south branefh of Moose River, where tlniie Pond; one on Little
Black beaver in that section are
"bank a carteaker of the Brooklyn Coopre- of the state and along the Canady
another beaver which had escaped ¡Creek; two on Twin Lakes streams, dwellers1, as the animals, when dis age Company’s tract on the St.
border.
Herbert Spencer, ware-,
from the Woodruff preserve
had ' taree on Big Woodhull streams,
turbed by or not yet aeustomed to Regis River, reports the heaver be located in tlie vicinity of the &
coming quite numerous around the
built a dam.
The other four were
Fulton
Chain District—Protector civilization, do not build lodges.
t
Ten-Mile.
Henry House of the John waters, was a visitor at tie
liberated on the northeast, inlet of Ball of Old Forge enumerates
and
Keene District—Protector 'SeekingFive-Mile
Camp,
St. Regis
River, office of the commissioners at fe
Big Moose Lake, but moved over locates no less than 79 colonies, with ten, Elizabethtown, reports in Sep
State House and his story corrohon;
into Beaver River, 20 miles to th e170 dams, inhabited by 223 beaver, tember a beaver colony at Hull’s found several families of beavers on
ed
tlie reports that hav© been ooc
Aider Brook.
northeast, to begin housekeeping. The beaver locations in Mali's dis- Falls, town of Keene.
On December
iing in for the last two yea«. Hr
During 1905 Edward H.
Litchfield trict are:
Old Forge Pond,
Big 10 he reported discovering a new
I Spent6# states that this winter ^
liberated about a dozen beavers in ¡Spring Greek, First Lake and marsli- colony which has constructed a dam
H A L F -C A S H P R IZ E FOR A M A T E U R has observed a herd of about 36 of
1ns preserve near Big Tapper Lake, 1es, Second Lake, Third Lake, Fourth about 75 feet long, and flooding
SHO O TER S.
the animals Which is staying aroai
and several of these escaped into Luke, Fifth Lake, Sixth Lake, Sev- about 25 acres, on Gate» CréVk. The
a
certain section of the Maine ssr>
adjoining preserves.
e<nth Lake, Eighth Lake, Cedar Greek animals have built a lodge H> feet
In te rs ta te
A s s o c ia tio n
Decides to of tlie St. La wren
river.
Tw
In 1905 there was reported to the Black Mt. Greek, Eagle Ureek, Lim- in diameter accommodat ing 10 to 1 2 1
C o n tin u e P o lic y T h a t M ade
variety^ is known as ih« woodk;
Fiish and Game Commission the ex- egiln Creek, Red River (mostly bank beaver.
S p o rt P o p u la r.
caribou which is not riKifacterbistence of a “stfrall native colony of beaver), Nick© Lake, Dry Lake (not
by the wandering and migrating pr
be avert, the last of the remants dry now, flooded (by beaver), Moose
Building M an y Dams.
Representatives of more than a pensitfes of tlie Newfoundland drof the original stock, inhabiting the River (bank beaver), Hellgate Greek,
Six years ago Mr. Sptiktr
waters northeast of upper Saranac; Indian Spring Creek, Inlet of Big
Lake pleaSant j - ^ r i c t Protector hundred £«» dubs were in atteoi- bou.
Lake."
That Yea* the commission Otter, North Brandi above Fulton |Howland of speculator, reports beav dance at the two-days’ session of saw a herd of six or seven of G
placed a “conservative estimate of Chain, Rondax Lake, Snake Pond, er very numerous in his treritory. On the Interstate Association for tire animals and lie believed that txw
Shooting which lie had seen this winter £*
the beaver in the Adirondacks" at Cbulb Pond, Constable Pond, Queor Miami River, two dams with at least Encouragement M Trap
about 40.”
*Lake, south and west branches Reav- 20 beaver at each, and a third dam at the Hotel Astof, New York, F. reiated to the same iierd wbiF
having been unmolested, has beeIn 1906 the Legislature appropri- or River,
building in September o’ that river; G. Drew, of New Haven, (Y»nn., was rap idly increasing.
He frequen;
ated $1,000 for continuing the re
one colony on Mill Brook; two large I r^
( t«i President; f . E. Doremus,
findsantlers
of
tlie
specie«
and hs
stocking of the Adirondacks
with
Losing T h e ir Fear o f Man.
dams on Whitney Creek. To support 01 Wilmington, was chosen vioe-preaia large collection of the same u
beaver and the following year 17
dent;
Elmer
E.
Shaner,
of
Pitts
the first dam, the beaver have built
Maine game officials »1
were obtained from Yell cifratone Park
J. Gilbert Hoifman of
Fuiton ja da3J1
a mile t>ei0lW> backing up! burgh, Penn., was re-elected Treasur his camp.
sportsman
have
some doubt as to
and distributed.
The commission 1Chain, finds that the beaver are in- 1 t)l€ watea. to it that distance
The er and Manager, as he has been for
Stive the beaver census that year creasing rapidly in various sections j
^
floods ^ gtream me> mile the past twenty years, and E. Reed whether the herd is a remnant «'
pj |Shaner, also of Pittsburgh, was again those which were will) us raj
at 100‘
,le has v i s M
He found a colony jone small colony on Mosey
years ago or whether within reefr:
In 1904, about the time the State ¡at Red House Chain and others re stneam.
One large dam on owtfet j 8olected «* Secretary.
years they have encroached on tie
ef New York began its work of re-' Parted by protectors.
in that ter- of Spencer Lake, with back
After
a
long
discussion
the
memwater
stocking tlie beaver
to his native ritory the intelligent animals
have of two miles, inhabited by at Least ¡ *)fcrs decided to continue the policy Maine 1»orders from New Hruniwit
habitat, an authority on ‘‘American apparently lost most of their natural 200 beaver.
Maine’s former herds of canto«
Large colon,y and dam of half-cask and half-trophy for tb©
animals" recorded in his book the i fear of man.
A beaver
dam on ¡on north branch of Sacandaga River, various handicap events in which 1wer© not as might be supposed, ®
sad fact that “the beaver is
now EagleCreek which caused the flood- with 30 to 40 inhabitants.
Reaver members participate, as this had terminated by sweating, but left (
nearly extinct in the United S ta te s."; ing of the highway, was torn down
j in September were building a new proved so popular as to make the state for some reason wfoieli wfi
Much general interest has been dis- under the direction of Protector Ball dam on Samson Lake outlet
the probably remain a mystery. Soffit
and trap shooting s'eason of 1914
played in the work of restoration in Tlie beaver insisted ow invading Dr
most successfutl in the history
of attribute their disappearance to t>
j colony is established there.
this State and the
Conservation NichoH’s property on First
Lake.
tlie association.
fact that tlie cutting of timber «
Long Lake District—Prelector But
Commission is happy to say
that Protector Ball placed a lighted, lant
Chicago was .selected as tbe place j a larg© scafe deprived the anknaf
popular co-operation lias made the ern in a lodge of the intruders, but ler of Long Lake reports at feast for tlie sihooting of the Grand A- •*•£ the source of their uios# whvl
bask of protecting Castor canaden they refused to take tbe hint to 30 beaver in his section. He makes merrican Handicap In the tliird week ( was tlielr main dépendance for food
sis a comparatively easy one.
move on, and industriously extended this observation of especial interest ol August, 1915. William E. Phi Hips, Another theory is that the p^!'
tc the trout anglers: ‘‘The people
of tlie South Shore Country Club, of i»»creased number of deer made life
living in this section think the beav
that city, presented the claims of in tlie Pine Tree State uneonget»
er are doing fine a,ild are glad to
|Chicago and announced that
tlie to them.
It may be needle«* 1®
see them back.
They tell me the
United States W ar Department, tlie say that Die officials will do all i*
beaver are a protection to our small
City Park and Police
Department, their power to make the preset
streams containing trout, because tlie
had ail issued permits for “sihoot stay of these desirable animate P®’
beaver builds dams and floods theing over the waters of the lake." manent.
marshes back of tbe dams.
This
The tournament will be held in Grant
makes it hard for the fishermen to
P&rk,. one hundred yards from tlie
fish all the pools and gives
the
heart of Chicago's! busiest section.
trout a chance to grow."
witji a. 700-foot front on the shore
Newcomb District—Protector Bis »el line aild a depth of 200 feet
Ten
ri_I.—
-- í
-X
of Newcomb reports two larg© col sets of traps will be placed on tbe
onies in tlie town of North Hudson, strip. Tlie affair will be staged by
one colony in the town of Minerva the Chicago, Riverside, and Evans-]
and four colonies in the town of
Newcomb.
jjiiiiiiimMHUiiiiiiimiiiiiiimiMuiimiiimmHinniiiiiiiimnmimiimiiiiiiiiiiim
Platts hairg
District—'Protectors
North and Kirby report frem Platts1Light,
burg that they found a “good sized
kind that you are
colony” of beavers on Smith’s Kiln
Brook, town of Saranac, Clinton
434 Congress S t.,
it is just a
up
County.
The animals have built a
family or a
of Sebec Station, Maine, would
dam 35 feet long, flooding an acre.
n o t k e e p h ouse without
| Erected in 1911. and positively the only §
the birthday
Protector
Riley of Plattsburg
‘ Fireproof Hotel in the City
learned that the colony whiofh had | Elevator Service. Private and Public |
W o n d erfu l for pastry, too, and jirst
good
She has learned what other
established itself near the mouth of | Baths and every convenience for the com- §
thousands know—the splendid
for biscuits, hot roils and bread.
| fort of guests including
tonic effects of this medicine—
the Ausable River last spring had
{
H O T A N D C O LD R U N N IN G
|
G oes farth er— a help in household econom y
th ro u gh the stom ach— on the entire
moved up near Ausable Forks.

BEAVER THRIVING
IN ADIRONDACK

Locations

of

B ea ver

Now Between 1500 and 2000 Little
Animals In Northern Wilds.

BELIEVES CARIBOU
ARE BACH
Mr. Spencer Has Observed Herdoí
About 30

ir

Cakes Like This!

V

Catering to “Up State” Folks
STHE
j NEW

tender, mouth-melting cake, the
proud to serve, whether
cake you stirred for the
splendid big rich one for
party.

CHASE HOUSE

| P O R T L A N D , M A IN E

J

“L. F.” Atwood's Medicine

as

— because it is milled by a special process
from O hio R ed W in ter W h eat.
Y o u r g rocer will have it. G ood grocers like
to sell

c.

William Tell Flour

H ; M cK e n z i e

t r a d i n g c o .,

P h i l l i p s , Ma i n e .

(281

Mrs. M. V . Whidden

A

THE

SPORTSMAN’S SHOW

E D I

I
1
|

W ATER
LON G
PH O N E

AND LO CA L AND
D IS T A N C E
TELEIN
EVERY
ROOM

1 SPLENDID RESTAURANT CONNECTED
TIO N OFFERS THE BEST C HANC E | FEATURINO POPULAR PRICE MENTIS
EVER TO T H E HOTEL A N D CAM P H American Plan $3.50 per day, upward
| European Plan SI.00 per day, upward

1
I
i

I
|
I
§

PROPRIETORS OF T H E S T A T E TO | Letter* at iBqatrr rterudlac rate* •»«., pr*m»Ur *o*w*rod. =
A D V E R T I8 E FOR T H E IR S UM M ER | H. E. THURSTON. R. F. HIMMKLEIN, 1
Proprietors.
GUEST8.

system.

Read what she says:

“ I w is h t o w r ite a w o rd in praise of ‘L
y A tw o o d ’s M e d ic in e . W e have u*ell jj
in o u r fa m ily a lo n g tim e , and never intend
to b e w ith o u t a b o t tle in the house.
c o n s id e r it a w o n d e rfu l stom ach remidj.
[s ig n e d ] M r s . M . V . W hidubn
A b ig b o t tle c o s t s o n ly j j c at your
d e a le r ’s . I f y o u h a v e nev er tried
t h is m e d ic in e a s k u s to send you a
L i b e r a l T r i a l B o t t le — K R E E *

“ L. F ." Medicine Co.,

Portland. Me-

M A IN E

I

W 00D8,

P H ILL IP S ,

M A IN E , J A N U A R Y

14, 1915.

Target Tips
“"<•Hunfintí Helps
*
by Alfred
P Lane
Send Questioñ^to/I^lr La^e>
care of thisy paper.
.til

the range at which tlie targets are
used.
If you will compare the 20 yard
target with the 50 yard target, you
will also find the same kind of a
discrepancy as for instance, the 8
ring on the 50 yard target is 8
inches in diameter; at 20 yards
it is
2.72
inches in diameter
and at \10 yards it is but 1 inch in
diameter.
These sizes were deter
mined at the time when .44 and
.45 calibre revolvers were the most
popular arms and as the edge of
the bullet counts and not the cent
er, the .44 calibre bullet goes in
much further in proportion at 20
yards or shorter range than it does
at 50 yards.

INADEQUATE
QUARTERS

A B IR D R E F U G E

One

in
From

A Miserable Armory Handicaps
Company G.

F a ir fie ld ,

Conn.,

Protected

In tr u s io n — Houses

for

Songsters.

Within tlie limit of a 5-cent fare
of Bridgeport, Oo-nn., with its 115,000 inhabitants, ist a quiet place of
When Daniel I. Gould recently pass I10 acres of hilly country, set apart
ed bis examination for captain o f! for birds amd entirety given over to
< * . ' * • U.V.- Z.- ■
Co. G, N. G. S. M., lie was asked j them.
by a reporter:
Tibis bird reservation
has been
“Would the examination have been! placed under the friendly care amd
any more severe if you had been a Iprotection of Mrs. Mabel
Osgood
civilian applying for a commission in j Wright, author, for it was through
the regular army?”
|her fondness for bird-s and her labor
“Well,” he answered, “it was just, foi them that the place came into
about as rigid as an
examination' existence. It has been named “BirdReaders! are reminded that
thds i
could be made.
It was tbe sam e! craft Sanctuary” from tbe title of
5. Would above give results com
eoiunm is open to questions which paring favorably with the Colt P. P.
type one would have taken for the ; Mrs. Wrighit’si first book about birds.
regular -army-—a tremendously thor
itoold be sent to me in care of Target or similar much more expen
The first precaution necessary to
e Sporting Editor, and to discus*-! sive weapons? If not, why?
ough probe, both oral and written.”
The
“Then why, if so high a standard |safeguarding was the building of a
iioBi by the readers on anything con- II & R claim to use the best steel,
R E IN D E E R IN D U S T R Y H A S DONE
:e«ltd with hunting cur target shoot-! etc.
is demanded, do we hear about the cat-proof fence about the whole
place.
The strong wire meslhes ex
M UCH T O W A R D C I V IL IZ A 
inefficiency of the national guard?”
icg.—A. P. L.
6. Do you. not consider Mr. Walter
tend
below
the ground, where it is
Captain
Gould
thought
a
moment
There is one lesson which is) be- Winams, the English expert, the
T IO N .
firmly anchored, five feet up into
and replied:
driven home with groat force world’s greatest all-around shot? )
turned
“Because the enlisted men don’t the air, wihere tbe top is
B tie minds of intelligent people ’ 7. Do you agree with Mr. Winans
stay enlisted long enough,
as a back away from tbe grounds, pr¡.; over this great country of ours. ] and the late Chevalier Paine in re
‘‘In 20 years the reindeer industry
rule, to become thoroughly trained. veutimg any animal from surmount
HAthat is the importance, or rather gard to bringing revolver or pistol
has made the Eskimos of Alaska
It takes years to make a good sol ing it.
;eabsolute necessity, of placing! up instead of lowering on target in
civilized and thrifty men,” says the
dier out of a raw recruit; and it is
i»ese United States in such posi-! usual fashion?
As a. visitor passes along one of
United States Bureau of Education
impossible to train tbe national guard Fairfield’s carefully kept roads, he
mi that ruin and devastation such I 8. Which, of the armies at war is
in a bulletin just issued.
to a high state of efficiency when comes to the historic old “Pulpit
u are now visiting the nations! of generally considered the most pro
The reindeer industry began in its personnel is constantly changing, Rock,” oil the summit of which is
Europe may be kept
permanently ficient In arms?
tron our shore-s.
9- Do you not think tiiat practice Alaska in 1892 when the Bureau of however much the commissioned of a rustic structure Which- years ago
imported from Siberia ficers may know.
was used as a pulpit on bright warm
Howcan this be accomplished?
with a .22 rifle at short range is Education
The object of the im
“And yet this is hardly the fault Sunday mornings, and tine bird res
Two paths are open to us. Univer- practically as beneficial at making 171 reindeer.
ss) peace with arbitration for all dis- one a good marksman at long dis portation, according to the bulletin, of the enlisted men; there is little ervation is right at tbe foot of this
The gateway is of granite,
Mtes, agreed to by every nation, or j tances a.p though a
long range was to furnish a source of supply to hold their interest or attention. rock.
t:e possession of means for defense j rifle is used as the targets are of for food and clothing to the Eski Take, for example, the case of Ban representing an old English cathed
If there was a warm and com ral tower in miniature, in the top
powerful as to render us safe from the same size to the eye of tlie be mos in the vicinity of Behring Strait. gor.
This importation was continued un fortable armory— better still, a of one post of tlie gateway are to
attack.
holder at tlie varying distances?
Universal peace! The idea appeals
10. Have you ever noticed that in til 1902, and a total- of 1,280 rein small building that could be used as be found eight complete and separ
to ou.r highest and noblest senti a Stevens Pistol that
Winchester deer were brought from Siberia. There a clubhouse, with reading room and ate apartment houses for the birds.
ments. It is an ideal worth striv- .22 cal. L. R. ammunition appears are now 47,266 reindeer distributed baths-—a fine military institution The other post is much lower and
Not only its top is hollowed out, forming a
iig for, but it cannot became a fac to expand more and that some force among 62 herds, and 30,532 of these could be built up there.
would tbe very best class of young high, amd safe drinking basin and
tor in the lives of men until the hu is necessttry to remove
exploded are owned by the natives.
men be attracted, bu-t they
would bathing place for tbe birds.
man pac^ ha.p reached a much high- cartridges?
This industry has given to the
stick
until
they
learned
the
job
of
tf stage of mental
development
Just within this gateway is an
11. Do you think the U. S. .22 Alnskah Eskimos not only food and
ban it has attained or is likely to cal. L. R. as accurate as the same clothing, but a means of transporta being soldiers—which, as I have said, artistic low structure, or bungalow,
D a labor of years.
attaim for many, many generations.
fitting so perfectly into its surround
size of any othbS' make?
Do you tion superior to dog teams. Instead
“A city of Bangor’s size and im ings that it may seem to liuve grown
Universal peace appeals to us al- j think them cleaner?
I have used of being nomadic hunters eking out
portance could, with adequate mili there.
This bungalow is the home
a precarious existence on the vast
?o from a material standpoint.
It them and think they are.
tary quarters, easily support two of the caretaker, whose province it
Arctic
would be cheap! No navy to support
1. If you mean absolute accuracy urtimbered lands of . tlie
com pan ies of infantry—yes. and per is to keep all bird-Land well guard
in a machine rest, I should
say coast region “the Eskimos,” accord
or army to pay!
haps a machine gun company and
ed and well supplied
with food.
barrels ing to the Bureau’s bulletin “Now
If you wish to see just what un “Yes” although individual
signal corps'—instead of but one There are many little birdhi oases on
would of have assured support and opportun
iversal peace would be like at our from the same maker
company, as it lias now.. Moreover, or near the bungalow, and lunch
ity to acquire worth by tlie state of
present stage of development, take course vary somewhat.
the personnel of the several compan counters, too, ail ready to
serve
2. Almost all expert shots
use meat and skins' to the white man.”
New York City, for inistanoe,
and
ies would be splendid, and
there! meals of conn, crumbs, sluet, seeds
abolish its police force with
one the 10-inch barrel pistol. A short
The reindeer industry is carefully would be a long waiting list.
o" nuts at any hour.
fell swoop. Would you li\te to live er length barrel gives nice balance,
‘But wihat kind of quarters have
guarded.
“No native is permitted
but of course tlie distance between
there then? Certainly not.
On going through the wire fence,
An old barn of a building,
to sell or otherwise dispose of fe we?
It is very hard
one
finds the nesting places of cat
What is true of individuals
is sights is smaller.
male reindeer to any person other without the slightest suggestion of
birds and thrushes hidden in tlie
true of nations.
Those umreason- to say just which would be better than a native of Alaska.
conveniences
and
so
dilapidated
i
t
;
“This
Sud
itg waves of emotion which sweep to- start with as so much depends is done, "the bulletin states, “lest can’t be heated properly—a place un low buslhes near the ground.
on
the
individual's
peculiarities.
denly a peabody bird darts out from
over man and make him Me or cheat
fit
for
ho-rses,
Let
alone
human
be
white mem deprive the natives of
3. Yes, very good.
If you can
a bush at one side and flies to a
or steal, also sweep over nations
their reindeer and destroy this great ings. Under these conditions, it is
average
tiiat
you
would
he
classed
as
nearby tree, where he can watch the
aid cause wars.
native industry which the Bureau discouraging work trying to build up an excellent shot.
caller si as they follow the winding
As I have already said, universal
an
efficient
company.
Young
men
4. I see no reason winy u proper of Education has in the last 20
trail
down to the pond, where the
peace is an ideal worth
striving
have no endu-cenient to enlist, and
ly adjusted thus arm should not give years built up and fostered-.”
water
birds may build in the rushes-'
te but in the meantime let us do
those who do seldom stay long en- ,
good satisfaction.
The reindeer service is an integral ough to make good soldiers. Why j O’* the tall tangles. .There are birdoir best in the way of
adequate
5. H & R would give excellent part of the educational system of
protection.
should they?
We do pretty we’ll ; houses of alL -slizes and kinds fasten
service considering its price.
the Bureau of Education for north 1 think, to turn out as good a com ed to the trees, from one small en
This country was at one time real
6. There are so many classes of ern and western Alaska.
The dis pany as we have; and of
course ; ough for the tiny house-wren to one
ty a nation of marksmen, but in
scooting it would be difficult to de- trict superintendents of school are there are some who like military large enough for ain owl or a duck.
spite of the popular belief it is so
•ide who is the best all-round shot. also superintendents of the reindeer drill, and are willing to endure all There is food everywhere.
Suet is
no longer.
Mr. Walter Winans, who is an A -1service,
tied
to
the
branches
and
there
are
kinds of inconveniences.
But it is
The United States wasi horn be
merican, by the way, is one of the*
large
lunch
counters
on
the
ground,,
a
pity
that
the
wretched
quarters
Promising amd ambitious young nat |
cause of the shooting ability of the
best.
ives are selected by superintendents spoil our chances of having a fine sheltered from the weather by a
Colonists and Great Britain is prov7. For slow fire target shooting
These
as apprentices in tlie reindeer service battalion bare—an ensemble of cit thick shield of cornstalks.
■Dg at tlie present time that if a
it is ixf course immaterial as to
enclosures resemble a tent with the
izen
soldiers
of
which
Bangor
would
receiving
6,
8,
or
10
reindeer
aind
th
®an is already familiar with
fire
whether the revolver is brought up
front thrown open to the warm sun.
proud.
e'ese of the first, second and third
arms and has some ability as a
to tlie bull’s-eye or is lowered down
On this smug floor are to be found
“Why
are
there
only
120,000
rather
years, respectively, and 10 more at
shot, he far outdistances the absol
to it.
For quick work it is prob
the close of the fourth year.
Upon ill adequately drilled men in the Nat sand, cracked com amd nuts-. There
ute novice in tlie race to become
ably better to bring the revolver up
States, are berry-bearing trees and shrubs in
the satisfactory termination of his ional Guard of the United
a good soldier.
Since the citizen
to the mark, as in this way an un
when
there
ought
to
be
three
mil- jlarge variety which furnish the birds
apprenticeship,
the
native
becomes^
a
capable of quickly becoming a soldobstructed view of hath tlie sight
For
the with many a favorite meal. Besides
herder and assumes entire charge of lion, perfectly drilled?
kr is the mainstay of this coun
and the bull’s-eye is procured
be
the pond of running water provided
same
reason
that
Bangor
has
one
a herd.
try's protective system, second only
fore tlie sights are in alignment.
company when it might have three by the city of Bridgeport, there are
,0 the navy, it behooves every loyal
8. From the very unreliable reor four—-lack of adequate
quarters. rocks hollowed out and kept filled
citizen to become a fairly proficient
p( rts ,which so far have appeared,
Bangor isn’t the only city with a with water.
aliot.
the Frtnc.li seem to he best on the
wretched armory, although I think,
Although part of the mission of
Light Field Artillery and the English
all things considered, ours is rath the “Birdcraft Sanctuary” is to in
U the use of rifles.
w
- ’ w-r' - r - x
er an extreme case.
it is my idee terest and to instruct the people of
QUESTIONS A N D A N S W E R S .
that tlie federal government
mig- t the
surrounding
country in re
9. Practice with a. .22 calibre rifle
well build and equip national guard gard to its bird life, its primary
at
a
short
range
is
of
immense
ben
^ S., Hartford, Conn.
armories, leaving the individual state object is the preservaitii n of native
efit for work at longer distances.
1. Do you consider the
Stevens
to pay their running expenses—iheat bird:», both for the sake of
their
Off-Hand Model, Pistol with 10 inch It does not, however, give one prac
ing, lighting, and general
upkeep. beauty and their stag and because
tice or experience in judging wind
barrel as accurate as any pistol uipThem we would have a national, guard of their economic value.
In order
c weather conditions, which play a
on the market?
worth while— and, although I don’t that the feathered tenants of the
very
important
part
in
very
long
2. Do you think a 10-inch
barwant to pose as am alarmist, it might sanctuary homes/ may be left in per
1>I gives as good results in the hand range rifle work.
some day come in pretty handy.”
fect quiet during tlie nesting sea
10. 1 have never noticed this.
uf a fair shot as a shorter length in
It
lias
been
suggested
that
Co.
G.
son, the grounds will be closed to
11.
This
is
a
matter
for
you
to
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
*hieh the balance is
neeesfsa ri ly
engage the big ball in the new the public in the spring aind early
decide.
Offers
room
with
hot
and
more even ?
Morse building.
As there is Lu summer.—Christian Science Monitor.
cold water for $1.00 per day
2- Is a score of 88 for a com pa rand up, which includes free
one drill a week, the -hall could be
|
C.
D.
U.
H.,
Rochester,
N.
Y.
at've beginner using a Colt P. P.
use of public shower baths.
used, for other purposes, and it would
The U. S. R. A. has- issued a 12
Special Target .22 at the standard
be a wonderful improvement upor
Nothing to Equal This in New England
T H E S P O R T S M A N ’S SH O W E D I
yard
pistol
target
for
use
of
those
target good work ?
the company's present
quarters.
who
cannct
get
a
20
yard
range
and
Rooms
with
private
baths
4- Do you think a H. & R. PremProbably something will be don-e a- T IO N O F F E R S T H E B E S T C H A N C E
for $1.50 per day and up;
lfr> '22 cal. revolver with a Lyman members of the association are al
bout
tlie matter.— Banigor News.
suites
of
two
rooms
and
bath
EVER TO T H E H O T E L A N D C A M P
^a'’ No. 16 and trigger pull reduc- lowed to compete for percentage
for $4.0« per day and up.
medals
on
these
targets.
el to 3 or 4 libs. would give good
P R O P R IE T O R S OF T H E S T A T E TO
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Comparing the dimensions of the
Satisfaetion ?
Tlie H & R CbmStrictly a Tetnjjerance Hotel
W
A
T
C
H
FOR
T
H
E
BIG
SPORTS■
A D V E R T I S E FOR T H E I R S U M M E R
p“ny states that they can
make rings on tlie 12 yard target with
S-end for Booklet
M A N 'S S H O W E D IT IO N OF M A IN E
a^0v8 alternations if revolver is to C’ose on the 20 yard target, they do
STORER F. G RA FTS’ Gen. Manager
G U ESTS.
WOODS.
not appear to be in proportion to
p USed a s a s i n g l e a c t i o n .

ANew Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

M A IN E

W OO DS, P H I L L I P S ,

Where To Go in Maine
Lake Parlin House and Camps
Are delightfully situated on shore of Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to R an geley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for autom o
biles being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly
fishing the whole season The house and
camps are new and have all modern conven
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, m oun
tain climbing automobiling. etc.

M A IN E , JA NU ARY

14, 1915.

WILL CELEBRATE

Representative Herrick was called om.| one son, W. D. Qudmiby, whose kind,
for brief remarks regarding the woirk-l lv care a.nd tbonigih.itfulnjess for wife

M i r 1LIT i!lgs of th e Leeislaitu,reTlh,e re - j and mother was a toaciliing tribute to
L A D I N l v l l i l |rpainder of the time was oceppied in her beautiful character.
She also
discussing the Fish and Game laws, j leaves to mourn her loss one sister
-----------Another meeting is to be held Satur-1 Mrs, Geo. Snowman and three broth'

_ A T \ IC C >

Many3 Interestingb Matters Discussed \^effort
y ni«'MJanua'r>’ 1G>a,nd a Bpecial ers’ Alvi,n’ Cha'1K‘y aiMl
will he made to have as many |and several grandchildren.
At Men’s League Supper
, guides, hotel men, and all who are
Funeral services 'were
(Special C o rrespo nd en ce)

conduce

interested , present.
R em arks
^ j from the late home, Rev
H. A.
igarding
th e
laws and proposed |GMldlg R e l a t i n g , Mrs. Albert Car).
changes were made by the f o l l o w i n g ! ^ and Mi&& M uriel Hoar sang.

Rangeley, January 12.-—Hiram. Ellis
of' Portland, a former resident of
Rangeley was calling on friends in
town the past week.
Maxal and Richard Grant were re
cent guests of their aunt, Mrs. C.
M. Cushiruain.
Preparations are in progress for
ladies’ night, which will he .celebrated
January 27, by the K of Ps,
A son was born to Mr. and- Mrs.
Linton Hoar, January 7.
Albert C. Hunton has moved from
the Geo. Young l.ouse lo W.
K.
Twoinibley’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Snowman have
returned from Portland, after spend
ing the holidays with Mr. and Mrs.
James Wentworth.
Mrs. Wxu. Grant left Tuesday for
a visit with relatives and friends in
1Portland,

guides and citizens: Sylvade-r HinikTih.e bearers were J. A. Russell, g
ley, E. B. Herrick, Obias. L. H am  B. Me Card, Lyman
Kempton and
den, David Quikniby, J. A. Russell, Frank Porter.
Geo. E. Ruissall and H. A. Childs.
Jackman. Maine
H. P. McKENNEY, Proprietor,
W rite for booklet.
The* floral tributes were mamy amj
This question is of Vital interest to
tlii;s community and tine citizens are beautiful and included the following
earnestly requested to be present Mr. and Mrs. C. II. McKenzie, ^
Mrs, S. J. Bangs, pink and wife
and help tine cause.
carnations; Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Friday
evening
occurred
the
anIf so, write me the number of persons in your party,
Huntoon, white car nut ions; Mr. ^
mnal election of officers of Entwl&tle I
how long you wish to stay in camp, and let me tell you
Mrs. A. L. Robertson, Mr. Raar
Lodge I. O. O. F. No. 146.
The I
Oakes, sweet peats; Mr, and
officers were installed by D. D. G.
David Quimby, white carnations; M
r
M., George W. Grover, assisted by
and Mrs..James Miatliiesoni, caatiatioo
of your trip at Chase Pond Camps, as I shall make cut
D. D. G. VVh, W. S. Tooth aker, boitiln
and narcissuses; Mr. and Mrs. fin.
rates to all during October and November. I will also
of PlniHips.
The following were in
ery Haley, Mr. and .Mrs. Guy Peas;
send you names of parties who have hunted * l/ere that
stalled to serve for the
eansuimg
wl ite carnations; Mr. and Mrs. p
you may refer to in regard to hunting, camps, etc.
year:
N. G., Lowell D. Nile;
V.
A. Furbish, call a Killies; Dr.
G., Phinoas L. Tracy; R. Secy., B.
Guy Chadbourne, Prop., Bingham, Maine
Mrs. C. S. Stuart, carnations; M
is.
II Corey; Fin. Secy., H. C. Riddle;
Mertie Hamden, Mrs. Dora Huntoos.
Treasurer, L. J. Kemp ton; Warden,
IUrs. Edna Porter, carnations; N.B.
The G arry Pond G am ps "
Geo. W. Pil'Lslhuiry; Cor. Wm. Torn- 1
Ellis and family, white roses; M
i
Furnished camps and furnished cook places will
Unison; R. S. N. G., Ives Hinkley; j
beopened for the hunters October flrst. Most |
rwf T iv e r n m r p
and Mrs. E. B. Herrick, pinlc i&itaall heavy supplies will be for sale at the Camps, j AIlSS GfilieVcl I\i k-t.l 0
L. S. N. G., Melvin Nile; I. G. Er- I
RANGELEY, MAINE
Ilions; Mr. and Mrs. K. W. Oakes
Fine hunting country for deer and birds, some ^alls is the guest of her aunt, Mrs.
moAao
oriel bears.
Viaavo W
rito fo
infnrmfltifiTf to
1
^
Ion Quimby; O. G., L. A. Cookson;
moose and
Write
forr information
white carnations; Mr. and Mrs. G
.
H.
A
.
Childis.
HENRY J. LANE,
R. S. :S., Guy Brooks; L. S. S., Geo. \
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Mitchell and M, Kemptoin; Chaplain, P. A. Quim-I A. Proctor, white carnations; Clan
Carry Pofrtl, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.
E-------------------------------- ---------- son aire enjoying a 10 days’ trip to by; R. S. V. G., Coe E. Toobbaker; !|Quimby, P. A. Quimby, Addie Rick,
jardson, Prudence M. Richardson, p*
OTTER POND CAMPS
Portland.
Mrs. Margaret P ratt i> L. S. V. G., Jesse E. Nile.
After j
carnations; W. D. Quimby and family
AT
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish- caring for tilfi tu p oldest bO> S.
the installation several members were j
ing and hunting. Send for circular.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Sherman
Hoar called on for remarks and a banquet pillow roses; George Oakes, caHa
GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop.
lilies; Mr. and Mrs. Jaimes W«i
¡have moved to ti e building next to was served in the hall above.
Caratunk, Me.
worth, white carnations; Mr. am
j
the
postoffiice
which
,
lias
been
fitte
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps |
Tuesday evening the newly ele-. ted Mrs. George Snowman, white cans
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
up
for
occupancy.
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
Mi&s Mona Locinis resumed her officers of Summit Rebel;all Lodge Hons; Mr. and Mrs. J. A. ’Russe‘1
purest of spring w ater and the table is first-class, TRAPPING SEASON SOON BE HERE
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
__ and ,.....
.........
.........and
...............
If yov want to know what is what in the Hunt- |duties at the Central office, after a were installed by D. D., Mrs. Norton white carnations.
ery
pure.........
mountain
air. Hay fever
malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake *ng and Trapping line subscribe for the Trapper.■
, , , m
assisted by Mrs. Luce as M.„ both o,f
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
It is a $1.00 publication but if you act quick only t u o w e e k s a b s e il < ( .
N. G.. Lunette Ross;
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
cents. Every issue is crammed full of valuable
m eetin.fr of the SlHlday ecillOOl Farmington:
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
information on Hunting. Trapping, Fishing. TaxiA m e e tin g Of tlie b u m n ay
tu rn **
V.
G.,
Carrie
Russell;
P. N. G.,
summer resort. Telephone communications with
dermy. eto., that could not be obtained elsewhere t^aclters was held ill the Ladies Partillage and doctor. References furnished. Terms ' at any pnee. Subscribe Now and Keep Posted.
.
..
Mertie Collins; Chaplain,
Fredella
reasonable. Address for full particulars.
i S. C. Wellman, publisher. Dept, M., Hyntington. ]c - Monday evening.
The leSSOll lor I
JO H N C A RVILLE, Flagstaff. Me. j W, Va,
the evening was in charge of Mrs. I SoUlle; w - Mabel C ase; Con., Helen
S. B. McCard.
The next m eeting b a Yn o n d .- R -. Sec., T-loren.ee Bridgwill
be
held
in
two
weeks.
,lì Son; Fib. See., Alice Hinkley; Treas
RANGELE1 TAVERN 8 LARE VIEW HOUSE
Blakeslee Lake Camps
Annie Tomlinson ; I. G., Minnie Cush
On Rangeley Lake.
George
Young
lias
been
in
poor
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor ,
man; O. G., Maude Brooks; R. S. |
A famous resort for anglers and hun- i TOme?U^ riv e rn °a n r y e a r ° n LakT vusw °Hbuse \heaJjt)l t)be pa&l w e e k Mrs. Margaret Murphy has gone
Herrick, L. S. -V G.,
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and |July l to Oct.
est fishing and hunting. Booklets.
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st,
Best
to
Waltham
to
spend
the
remainder
Le<ma,
SPemicier,
R. S. V. G., Mae
N. H. E L L IS & SON, Props.,
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
of the winter with her daughter. Her
L - S V. G„ Avie Raymond.
Raugeley, Maine.
Maine.
many Rangeley friends gave tier a At the close of the installation ceremony a delicious banquet was serv- j
post card shower Tuesday.
w est
d On Cusuptic Lake—Fishing unexcelled E. I. Herrick was at home from ed consisting of cold xmeats, eseai- Gardiner has two crews of ns
loped potatoes, cake and coffee serv- 1ou* after tlje brown-tail moths neffi
—B e s to f hunting—Special rates for Augusta over Sunday.
ed by the refreshment committee, tke work this year is not beri
Ohas. M. Cushman is spending
June, September, October and NovemAnnie Wolf. Bertha Wilbur. CafTie |dene by contract/"but by the daj
C A S T N E R , P r O p 'r .b e r - W r i t e for Booklet.
few days with; his family.
Wilbur.
The council believes that this nil
_
,
.
Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor,
Dailton Haley and fam-il, are occupy
i O rtla Jld ,
M a in 6
Pleasant Island,
Maine.
Miss
Katherine
Nice,
Miss
Gladys
nct only be cheaper but much mat
ing the Sprague cottage.
Gilman,
Mrs.
Myron
Whitcomb
took
satisfactory in regard to result« ot
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Richard Herrick suffered a severe
dinner at York Camps recently and tained.
There are not nearly k
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport- rangeley lakes
ill turn recently, but is now able to
A ii
•__ ____ „
_,
Ca<np Bemis, The Birches. The Barker W rite
Saturday the above ladies with Miss rna-ny nests this year as there nw
men. A H farm, dairy products, pork for free circular.
attend school.
and poultry from our own farm, enablcapt . f . C. barker . Bemis. Maine.
Rh T F~~B.~ Colby and Miss Beat- Muiriel Hoair and Mrs- Albert Carlton, lastThe city expended $1200 las
ing us to serve only fresh v e g e ta b le s ,------------------------------------------------------- rice are visiting Mrs. Colby’s mother eni° yed a tri,p to Spotted Mountain.
Year for the performance of t*
;it Somerville
Mrs. Henry Badger has- been ill work> and this year, it is thoigK
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
via rumford falls
American plan. Send for circular.
Best Salmon ard Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly '
_
r,
. , with11 tonsilitiis
the
that $300 will be sufficient to defnj
Mrs. Lyman
Huimteon, ac com named
U
unt -naist week
" eeK-

Are You Going Hunting?
THE

YORK

EXACT

COST

CAMPS,

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F I S H I N G

John earville’s Camps
at Spring Lake

CREWS OUT FOR
BROWN TAILS
The Work Being Done In Gardist!
By Contract.

H. M.

ers
HOTEL

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

nsuicg neinns about June 1. Sen«) for circular.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO..
_
Upper Dam, Maine.
BELG R A D E LA K ES. MAINE.
The Belgrade. Bfest Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
1
England. B est black bass fishing in the world,
best trout fishing in Maine.
DEAD R IV E R REGION
CHAS. N. H ILL & SON. MauageVs.
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every

by her husband and son, H. G.‘ Hun, | Miss Dessip Laillb 1& boarding with aD expenses.
__________________
toon will enter St. Barnabas hospital Mrs. Fred Hinkley.
Mrs. Da«niel French was in Phillips
for treatment.
oif
Omer Ellis of Chesterville is tl e Tuesday to attend the funeral
guest of bis sister,
Mrs.
Verne Mrs. Eliza Frncih.
--------------------------------------- —---------— -particular. Maine’s ideal family vacaSeveral couples enjoyed an infor
Pills bury.
OUANANICHE LODGE.
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
mal
dance at the Tavern recently an d
Axel Tibbetts, Emery Haley, Free
Grand L a k e S tre a m , W ashin gton Co.. Me. R<»rtHnn
r v ,j „ ;h e n n s u r n a s s e d
F
F
World wide known for its famous fishing, 8eclc,on
LUlSine unsurpassed. U.
I .
had an opportunity to see some of
man
Tibbetts,
W.
E.
Tibbetts,
Will
vacation and hunting country.
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
Norway Pines House and Camps. Dobsis Lake \
HacRett, II. A. Lodk have been at, the new dances as shown by Mi«s«s
Most a ttractiv e situation in Maine. Good j __________________ 1________________ _____________
Kennebago
recently, getting the ° ilnia’n.
° conducts clashes throug-h
&
Ob
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for '
m achines. From there one can take steam ei to
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
the winter.
Miss G-illnian plans to
winter’s
work
done.
any part of the lake territory. The best hu nt
.
AND LOG CAMPS.
nnd vacation section of beautiful
Heart of the Rangeleys. Best fishing region.
James A. .Mat,Meson was in Augus- j come to Rangeley for a few weeks
Co‘ A^ dresS for particulars W . G. Special June and September rates. Booklet.
in April and may conduct
class
ta the past week.
R O S E. ^Manager. Princeton. Me.. Dec. 1st to j
MRS. F . B. BURNS.
here
at
that
time.
Mr. Scribner, who lias been employ
Tlie executive committee of tk
ed by M. D. Tibbetts the past month I Ernest Bennett of Wilson’s Mills
has returned to his home in Portland. was in town tb«e latter pairt of the i hoard of directors of the Bangor I
Aroostook railroad has voted to in
A jolly party tendered Miss Isa week.
F. N. Harris returned home from duce its semi-annual dividend to o»
belle Russell a Surprise party Saturthe per cent, President Percy R. Todd
¡day evening the occasion being to Lewiston the latter part of
He was accompanied by has announced.
This actioc,
celebrate her 14th birthday. Games week.
his
daughter,
Miss
Lucille,
who
has
,
said.
"
was
taken
liecause
the ,‘P*i
and music comprised tlie principal en i
Refresilmients of candy b>een attending Lewiistcn High school, senger service, which at best
tertainment.
never been profitable, has suffer«
and apples were served. Miss Isa
from the increased hse cf aatocbelle received many
appropriate
biles.”
Other reasons given for tte
O B ITU A R Y gifts.
Those presort were Miss B.
reduction
are the decrease in frei«v;
L. Jones, Miss Lina Weeks, Reba
shipments and ‘‘the burdens impose
Hoar, Rachel Huntcon, Ethel Philby the parcel post and insuffldefr
brick, Marion Wilbur, Persis Gairlton,
MARY ELLEN OAKES
payment for carrying mails, toge^*
Adon Hoar, Clinton Hoar, Arno SpilL ook around and see if you h a v e n ’t som e F ir e A rm s,
with the great reduction in expr^
ler, Thorn-ton Eastman.
rates.”
lrie-nd,
Tbe community was saddened to
B o a ts , A D og, A n A utom obile, A C a m e ra , T e n t, H am -' Miss Gladys Gilman and
Mrs. Myron Wliitccmb of Haverhill, learn of tl:e death of Mairy Ellen,
Conditions, according to Preside
returned home Monday,
after
a wife of Goo. Oakes which took place Todd would justify a reduction i“
m ock o r so m eth in g else you don’t w an t.
week ® tarry at the Tavern.
at her late home early
Wednesday train schedules, but the committ«*
( ne of the most successful of the morning after a brief illness of bron- decided it would be better tempo"
i Men's League suppers was held Sat cli-iial pneumonia.
Although Mr-s. arily to reduce the dividend. Tte
urday night in Russell Quail.
By Oakes had beeai in delicate health last dividend was on a basis of W*
l invitation a number of ladies were for many years tlie end was a shock per cent annually.
present 1 y kind invitation and after
W e h ave sold th in g s fo r o th ers, and w e c a n ! do th e an excellent supper, enjoyed a fine to her many friends.
S b 1 was peculiarly happy in her
The Touchstone of Charity.
talk given by Mr. Albert Zachariah, home life, ever cheerful a,nd faith,ful
sam e fo r you. R a te s one cen t a w ord in ad v an ce.
Never to despise. uc-v?r to judf®
j on his native Land, New Zealand. Mr. to its many duties and a kindly rashly, never to interpret other men9
Zaehariah was certainly well prepar word and pleasant greeting made a actions in an ill sense: but to compas
A d d ress, Classified D e p a rtm e n t,
sionate their infirmities, bear thdr
ed and all present greatly apprectat- large circle of friends for (her.
burdens, excuse »heir wr-hnefst8ed t! e privilege of hearing
about
Mrs.
Oakes
was
the
daughter
of
M A IN E W OODS,
the far away land.
The “fish story'' tlie late Wm. and Louise Haley and make up and consolidate the breach
at the conclusion of the talk was was born in Rangeley nearly 67 years of charity happened by their
hate imperfection? , and ever to love
highly entertaining and although a ago and has always made her home men, yea. even your enemi' s: therein
Phillips, Maine
number of well known guides were here.
the touchstone of true charity i*
i present no one ventured to heat it.
She is suni/ved by a busband and known — N. Causv.n

DIVIDENDS CUT
ONE PER CENT

Bangor

Aroostook Railroad
liged to Reduce.

BIG RESULTS
FRO M SM A LL A D S.

What have you for Sale or Exchange?

Someone else is sure to want it

to

M A IN E

WOODS, P H I L L I P S ,

M A IN E , J A N U A R Y
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quartette composed of Mrs. Flora past few years in this and surround
Starbird, Mrs. .Mairguerette Will, Mrs. ing towns.
At present she is car
Mftble Lewis, Mrs. Edith Starbird.
ing for Benjamin Dodge at Belli's
Miss Bessie Burns, daughter of hospital.
The Ladies’ Aid was held Wednes
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Bums, under
Pure blood enables the stomach,
went a very critical surgical opera day afternoon of this week with Mrs. j
liver and other digestive oi’gans to do
Ellen
Kilkenny.
It
was
the
annual
tion at their home on Main street i
their work properly. W ithout it they
election of officers.
last Thursday forenoon.
are sluggish, there is loss of appetite,
sometimes faintness, a deranged state
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Look and son | Mrs. C. W. Bell and Mrs. P. H
of the intestines, and, in general, all
Burclnard, spent Sunday in
New Stubbs spent a fe/w days in Lewiston
the symptoms of dyspepsia.
Vineyard, the guests of Mr. Look’s recently.
A B roader Sphere fo r R e lig io n — New
Pure blood is Required by every
Mrs.
Charles
Nickerson
of
Far
(Special C o rre sp o n d e n ce .)
parents, M r. and Mrs. Warren Look.
Field fo r the R ural Church.
organ of the body for the proper per
mington
was
in
town
last
week
the
j
Mr. and Mrs. Alec Sweet of New
formance of its functions.
Strong, January 12.— Miss Hor tense
Hood’s Sarsaparilla makes pure
I Vineyard were recent guests of Mr. guest ol' Mrs. W. B. Me Keen ; also j
Butler of Phillips was a caller in
Mr. Nickerson, who is working in |
blood, and this is ’why it is so suc|and Mrs. Diah Sweet.
town Sunday.
By P eter R adford
cessful in the treatment of so many
town for the electric light company.
Walter Bradford spent Sunday with
L e c tu r e r N atio n al F a r m e r s ’ Union
diseases and ailments. Its acts diMrs. George Beal has
been
a
A
dancing
school
is
being
held
i
H.
The social duty of the rural church j rectly on the blood, ridding it of
great sufferer the past week, caused •us parents, Mr. and Mrs. A.
Tuesday night of each week in Mc-! is as much a part of its obligations j scrofulous and other humors. It is
|Bradford at W est Farmington.
by a carbuncle on her finger.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry A. Chandler Leary’s lia II, under the instruction of ! as its spiritual side. In expressing its i a peculiar combination of blood-puriMrs. Edmund Sprague was in F ar
social interest, the modern rural j fying, nerve-toning, strength-giving
were
recent guests of his parents, Charles Dyer.
mington one day Last week.
Miss Charlotte Burns hgs closed a i church does not hesitate to claim that i substances. Get it today,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
(
’.
F.
Chandler
at
Phil
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Look very
successful term of c.hool in Free-1 it is expressing a true religious in- ; -—
lips.
pleasantly entertained a party of
stinct aud the old-time idea that the
Ur. W. J. Trafethen of Wilton was man.
social instincts should be starved
friends at their home one evening
jjfc x o S tg . O i d m Z i e A i ,
while the spiritual nature was over
last we^k.
The party consisted of a recent professional caller in town.
Sick
headache, biliousness, piles and
fed with solid theological food, is fast
The friends of Mists Iva Whiting
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Will, Mr. and
bad breath are usually caused by inac
giving
way
to
a
broader
interpreta
are
sorry
to
know
she
continues
quit
Mrs. C. V. Starbird, Mr. and Mrs.
tive bowels. Get a box of Rexall
tion of the functions of true religion.
Orderlies. They act gently and effec
Fred Daggett, Mr. and Mrs. W alter ill, suffering from a nervous trouble.
We take our place in the succession
tively. Sold only by us at 10 cents.
Dr. John Sturgis of Auburn and
Bradford. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Luce.
of those who have sought to make the
R. H. Preble, P h illip s . »
Miss Marion Presson has been suf Dr. J. W. Nichols of Farmington wer
world a fit habitation for the children
fering from blood-poisoning in her in town Thursday and assisted Dr.
M a rr’s Drug Store, F a rm in g to n .
of man when we seek to study and
understand the social duty of the
band the past week.
She is, how C. W. Bell in the operation of Miss
rural church The true Christian re
Besisie Burns.
ever, gaining.
O ur affectio n s, ho w ever lau dab le, in
ligion is essentially social—its tenets
FREEMAN VALLEY
th is tra n s ito ry world, shou ld never
A dance was held in Luce’s hall
Herbert Cook is working in Madrid
m a s te r u s ; we should gu ide th em .
,
of faith being love and brotherhood
Saturday
night
with
music
by
Dyer’s
for a few weeks.
and fellowship Whiff? following after
Jan. 11.
T h e re is nothing little to th e really
Miss Sara Will of Brunswick spent |orchestra.
righteousness, the church must chah
g r e a t sp irit.
The people in town were shocked
T.
J.
Pennell
has
been
quite
ill
last week in town the guest of C. B.
lenge and seek to reform that social
to leairn of th.e death of Mr». Eml the past few weeks.
Richardson and family.
H E L P F U L H IN T S A N D C H E R IS H E D order in which moral life is ex
Lucy, little daughter of Mr. and
pressed! While cheVteiiing '“ideals of |ma Hambiet or “Grailulma Ham,Met,”
Miss Verlena Winslcw has been
RECIPES.
service, the rural church which at- i as sb,e wa,s lovingly called by a large
who has been
kj Wilton the passt week visitign her ; Mrs. Lionel Allen
She died at the
quite ill with whooping cough and
All lovers of fruit cake know how tains the fullest measure of success circle of friends.
aunt. Mrs. Austin Gilman.
is that which enriches as many lives home of her daughter, Mrs. I. P.
hard
it
is
to
have
a
well
baked
cake
1
bronchitis
is
able
to
he
out
airound
Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Starbird were
with no hard or as it can touch, and in no way can Savage near East Wilton at the age
ic Phillips Sunday,'the guests of Mr. j the yard.
Mink
burned edges. This the church come in as close contact oi 96 years and 1 month.
Dr. Mitchell of Portland was in
and Mrs. Warren Hinds. Mr. Hinds
is a method which with its members as through the Hamblet was a resident of this town
town
last
Saturday
and
assisted
Dr.
has been in very poor health
the
obviates such diffi avenue of social functions.
for a number of years. She leaves
! C. W. Bell in the operation of BenThe country town and the rural
past few weeks.
culty
After the
a host of friends here to mourn her
1
jam
to
Dodge.
Mr. and Mrs. Redo Spencer are
cake is all ready community need a social center. The loss.
church
need
effer
no
apology
for
its
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ansel
Marshall
and
for oven except to
receiving congratulations on the ar
Mr. and Mrs. George Tash of New
Mr. and Mrs. Walker of North An
add the nuts and ambition to fill this need in the com
rival of a daughter to their home.
munity, if an understanding of its Vineyard were the guests of Mr.
son
were
in
town
Sunday,
calling
on
fruit,
a
portion
of
Benjamin Dcdige, one of the best
cake mixture is added to flour mission brings this purpose into clear and Mrs. Melvin Huff Saturday.
known men in Franklin county, under : friends'.
The structure of a
Walter Durrell of Strong was a
(
to
make a stiff dough which will consciousness.
Miss Nellie Norton, who has been
went a serious surgical operation at
rural community is exceedingly com caller in town Sunday.
roll
out
very
thin.
This
is
used
for
in
Tern
pie
the
past
few
weeks
with
plex; it contains many social groups.
Dr. Bells hospital last
Saturday.
lining in the pan, covering both sides
Ira Russell of Bigelow was a reHis many friends hope for his speedy her grandparents, ha® returned home and bottom just* as if it were a pie j each of which has its own center, but
there are many localities which have ( ent ca^er
town,
and
is
attending
school.
recovery.
crust, then the fruits, nuts and spices but one church and although such
Mrs.
Fred Collins and
daughter
John McDonald has moved
his may be added to the cake mixture and
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Walker are
a church cannot command the inter- I Eva are visiting relatives in Wilton
much pleased over a little stranger family from Ernest Richard’s house the pan filled. When the cake is baked est of all the people, it is relieved i and Farmington.
that came to their home Friday. Mrs. to Mrs. Mattie Hinds’ rent recently the value of this process will be seen from the embarrassment of religiously
Riley Huff of Strong visited his
i as the fruit cannot sink into this outer
Walker and daughter are very nicely. vacated by George Burns.
divided
communities
father,
C. W. Huff Sunday.
layer, so they are not scorched and
The many friends of Miss Myrtle
Rev. Weston P. Holman preached
H.
Alii«
Durrell recently cut wood
there is no blemish in the cake. This
Social Needs Im p e ra tive .
her same outer crust serves to keep the
an able and. interesting sermon last Pushe-e are glad to welcome
tVr Fred (loll,ins.
Sunday from. Mark 1: 14-15 verses. home after a brief vacation with, her cake moist.
The average country boy and girl
BertPinkl ant 4s hauling hay to
Miss Pushee
“Repent Y e” being his subject.
At I parents and friends.
Genuine German T o rte . —Take six have very little opportunity for real Strong.
loved eggs, one and a half cupfuls of sugar, enjoyment, and have, as a rule, a
the close of the sermon a beautiful is a ve>ry popular and much
g r
Huff is selling fresh fish in
one cupful of grated ginger snaps, one vague conception of the meaning of tllig y ^ ^ R y
selection was sung by the ladies’ trained nurse, who has spent th
cupful of flour, one teaspoonful of pleasure and recreation. It is to fill
,
.
.. , ,
,,
. . . . . . .
„
,
,,
Arthur Furbuslh recently had the
baking powder, half a pound of fthis
void in the lives of country youth
chopped walnuts, a quarter^of a pound that . the rural church has risen to |misfortune to lose a home.
of mixed candied fruit, a quarter of the necessity of providing entertain____________________
a pound of citron, a quarter of a j ment, as well as instruction, to its
AVON
Lpolind of figs, one glass of currant membership among the yoffng. The
jelly, one teaspoonful of cinnamon, j children and young people of the
and the rind of one lemon. Beat the church should meet when religion is
whites of the eggs stiff, beat the yolks not even mentioned. It has been
Jan. 11.
and add the sugar. Slice the figs in found safest for them to meet fre
L. CL Robert son of Weld was in
strips and put the other fruit and nuts quently under the direction and care |town last week canvassing for field
through a meat chopper, reserve one of the church To send them into the
cupful of the mixture for the filling. world with no social training exposes '. and garden seeds.
I
Combine
with the eggs and sugar, add i them to grave perils and to try to ; P - A- * * * * * * % cUltti“ S ^ ^ea'r *
15 C en ts a Copy
I one cupful of flour sifted with a tea- 1 keep them out of the world with no supply of ice on Mt. Blue Pond. It
spoonful of baking powder, add the social privileges is sheer folly. There is 22 inches thick and of excellent
2 f o r 25 C e n ts
ginger snap crumbs and fold In the is a social nature to both old and \quality.
As lie is the only farmer
white of .the eggs. Bake iq two well young, but the social requirements of i iQ the Mt. Blue district who packs
G et it h e re
greased layer cake tins for 12 minutes. the young are imperative. The church any ice for SUimmer ^ e he is ohWhen done spread the jelly over one must provide directly or indirectly,
aIane alld tlle cak6B
layer while warm, sprinkle thickly some modern equivalent tor the husk
,,
„ ,, „
(with fruit reserved for this purpose, ing bee, the quilting bee and the sing- are 8,0 ,iea^ lie pUllS1 ieni rom
put on the other layer and spread with ing schools of the old days. In one water with a horse,
Mr. and Mrs. William Grover ami
the following icing: Beat the white of way or another the social instincts
one egg slightly, add three quarters of our young people must have oppor-j daughter, Marion, visited his moth.of a cupful of sugar. Then alternately tunity for expression, which may i VVf Mrs. c< P_ «rocker lust Sunday,
add one teaspoonful of sugar and take (he form of clubs, parties, pic-Mews> Edgar Sampson and
€
,,
cream until a cupful of cream and one nics or other forms of amusement.
„
...
,
, .
. . . . . . . .
I . Crocker are ill with the prevail,and three quarters cupfuls \>f confec One thing is certain, and that is that |.
tioners’ sugar have been used. Final the church cannot take away the ,n* coW and liave b« e,n con'fin’ed in
dance, the card party and the theatre j t-i'eii* homes for several days,
ly add a teaspoonful of lemon juice.
unless it can offer in its place a satMr. ai d Mrs. Maurice Toothaker
isfying substitute in the form of more spent Sunday at F. A. Phillips’,
pleasing recreation.
! Miss Belle Phillips has gone to
.
,
,
..
.
,
(Philips
to do housework in the famU n ive rsa l In s tin c t fo r Play.
i!y
of
J.
W. Russel],
If
Are Losing Weight
In providing for enjoyment the
Miss Marguerite Toothaker has
and vr>'ir nerves are in bad condition,
church uses one of the greatest meth- been visiting at D. T. Hamden’s at
we recommend
J)
ods by which human society has de-'the village for several days,
O li v e O il
veloped. Association is never secure ‘
Emulsion
until it is pleasurable; in play the in.............. ........ — '1—
containing 11ypophosphites
stinctive aversion of one person for
a food and nerve tonic prescription.
another is overcome and the social
A c a tc h y song
mood is fostered.
Play is the chief
R. H. Preble, P hillips.
educational agency in rural commun
th e y ’re all sin gin g
M a rr’s D ru g S tore, F arm in gton .
Jan. II.
ities and in the play-day of human
Shirley Ramediell has been suffer
childhood social sympathy and social
E a s y to l e a r n - t a k e
P rom pt A ction W ill Stop Y our Cough habits are evolved; As individuals ing with la grippe, but is gaining at
a cop y hom e w ith
come together in social gatherings this writing.
their viewpoint is broadened, their
you.
Frank Spaulding of Strong has
When you first catch a Cold (often ideals are lifted and finally (hey con- j been visiting lvis daughter, Mrs.
stitute a cultured and refined society Frank Roberts.
; indicated by a sneeze or cough),
It is plain, therefore, that the
^
break it up at once.
The idea that church which aims at a perfected so- ! Bugene Weymouth of Freeman calF
“It does not m atter” often leads to ciety must use in a refined and ex- ed
Mr- and Mrs'- J - F - Savage
st rious complications.
The remedy alted way the essential factors in j Sunday.
Farmers are busy around here
wnich immediately and easily pene social evolution and must avail itself
trates the lining of the throat is the of the universal instinct for play. harvesting their year’s supply of ice,
kind demanded.
Dr. King’s
New If the church surrounds itself with which, is of very nice quality, be
social functions which appeal to the
Discovery soothes the irritation, loos young among its membership, it will ing free from ail snow ice.
Mrs. Roy Preston is recovering
ens the phlegm.
You feel better at fill a large part of the lamentable
once.
“It seemed to reach the very gap in rural pleasures and will reap from her recent sickness.
Mrs. E. M. Pratt is suffering from
spot of my Cougih” is one of many the richest reward by promoting a
honest testimonials.
50 cents at higher and better type of manhood a sore in her throat, which is very
and womanhood.
painful.
your Druggist.

dancing sc h o o l

EVERYBODY NEEDS
PURE, J C H BLOOD

IN PROGRESS

Well Known Franklin County Man
Undergoes Surgical Operation

“ When I
Come Back”

Y o u ’ll “C om e
w h en

you

B a c k ” fo r M o re
hear

th ese

M elodious M elodies

Y e s , y o u ’ll co m e b a c k

You

Mighty Soon

WEST NEW VINEYARD

D D U D I r> Ç
r iY L D L L O

A L D CORNERC
l/D RU G STOR*-*

The ñ & tC G lít Store

10

M A IN E

WOODS,

Lewiston Sun is in town this week
SOME VARIATION
canvassing New Portland and Kingfield.
Williams recently purchased
OF TEMPERATURE a Ruet
work horse of Sylvester Brothers,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,

JANU ARY

14,

1915.

HJHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIinill

N o. Franklin
M arble Works

Eustis.
Phillips, Maine.
F. N. Beal General Manager, and
M onu m en ts, Headstones
Geo- ^
Hobbs, President of the
Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes rail
T a b le ts , M antle Shelves'
road were in town Tuesday.
and
Charlie Dolbier l as a Collie deg
C
e
m
e
te
ry
W
ork o.f all Kinds
which le has trained to harness.
Sunday he took a trip to the Dol
(S pecial C orrespondence.)
bier Clamp at Shiloh Pond with Carlo
coming
Kingfield, January 11.- Mrs. Almon harnessed to his sled and
P H IL L IP S ,
ME.
back
rodte
most
of
the
way,
a dis
Waterhouse returned to Her home in
His father, Bert
All orders by mail or in person
Poland Tuesday following ten days’ tance of 4 miles.
promptly attendtdto.
Dolbier, also rode with him. down the
visit with her daiugihiters.
Miss Ada Vase is having a vaea- hills.
Mrs. Adelaide Thomas has
not
tion from clerking in Eidiridge’s store.
been
as
well
of
late.
Mrs. Cora True of Auburn and Miss
B. P. Stevens remains quite ill
Miriam Rinsse-lll of Wilton are guests
T F the child has a big, generous light to
wiitilu heart trouble and comp lie ati; ns.
are here agttin and we are h e r e with
of Mrs. Charles Chamberlain.
study by. T h e
LA M P
.Mrs. Jennie McLeairy is nursing
the goods for Christinas and N ew Year
G. W. Parker of Connecticut was at
presents. We will mention a few of
(j. C. Dolbier’s ficr several days last Mrs, R. D. Knapp.
kerosen light
saves eye strain. Itt is kerosene
Claude McMullen went to Boston
j the many things.
week.
its
best—
clear,
m
ellow,
and
un dickering.
Miss Grace Small of
Farmington Monday where.he will remain for the
Nickel Stand Lamps,
T h e R A Y O does not smoke or sm ell.
was the guest of Miss S'hirley Mer present with his mother, Mrs. Lora
Meat Roasters, Meat G rinders,
chant and other friends here from McMullen.
is easy to light, easy to clean, and easy
iR. A. Husie went to Boston Wed
Coffee and le a Percolators,
Friday till Monday.
rewick. T h e R A Y O
little, but
CFoyd Small is attending Farming- nesday, returning Saturday.
cannot get a better lamp
price.
Clothes W ringer, Mop Wringer,
The regular meeting of Weeiaiffaton High school. , He entered the
1
11
whist
club,
was,
held
Thursday
Knives and Forks,
school Monday.
He is boarding at
STANDARD
afternoon at tl'e home of Mrs. L.
Dr. Nichod’s.
Tea and Table Spoons,
Principal Stations
W. P. Watson attended the annual L. Mitchell.
ALBANY
NEW
YORK
Carving
Sets,
Pocket Knives,
Miss Beraic^ Williamson is expect
meeting of the Farm ers’ Telephone
BOSTON
BUFFALO
ed
to
return
this
week
from
a
visit
Razors, Skates,
Company at Farmington.
Ernest Duinton has been laid up of six weeks in Massachusetts.
j .
Carpenter s Tools, etc.
Weelafifa-liott whist club gave a
for several days with white
birch
gentlemen’s, night Tuesday evening
poisoning In his wrist.
C_
The club and
George Hennigar of Eustis and at Red Men’s hull.
a iiim iiiH iiiiiiiiH H | iiiiiiM iiin M n H u iiiiiH iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu iiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin iiiiiiiiiiiiiiin iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitn iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin
invited
guests,
numbering
57
in
all
Thomas Hennigar of Portland
ar
rived Monday to visit their brother; were entertained by Mrs. F. O. Mer- j
The rain storm of the 6th and 7th
Embert Hennigar, who remains ser chant, Mrs. L. L. Mitchell, Mrs.- W.
stepped the cutting and harvesting
D.
French,
Mrs,
W.
#
N'.
Libby.
Pro
iously Mi
There is really very little excuse for
o' ice for the present.
sickness if proper care is taken toguard
* Harold Page has recently bought a gressive whist was enjoyed by fire
Alhambra lodge No. 93 K. of P., against disease. Worms are ore of the
t ompany until a late hour. The prize
driving horse of Harlan d Morrell.
had its annual election of officers most dreaded diseases of children.
were
given
Mrs.
Cora
True,
who
Mrs. Verne
Batch elder’s name
Signs of worms are: De
Thursday evening, January -5.
The
should be added to the list of new won first prize for the ladies and
ranged stomach, swollen
officers elect are:
C. C., Herbert
0:
W.
Gilbert,
who
won
first
prize
and reinstated members of the Reupper lip, sour stomach, of
for the gentlemen. The prizes were Walker; V. C., J. E. Voter; Prelate,
fensive breath, hard and full
bekahs.
ALSO
belly with occasional gripand B. L. Williamson; K. of R. and S.,
The Kingfield Chamber of Com a land painted china comb
ings
and
pains
about
the
na
O.
W.
Gilbert;
M.
of
W.,
Guy
R.
F
u
r
n
itu
r
e
of All Kinds
merce held their annual
meeting brush tray and a box of cigars. The
val, pale face of leaden tint,
McVoy; M. of F., S. D. Moores; M.
consolation
prizes
were
given
to
Miss
Monday evening, January 4, at their
Trade Mark eyes heavy and dull, twitch
Re of E., L. F. Hutchins; M. at A., L. ing eyelids, itching of the nose, itching
rooms in the Bank building.
The Ada Smith and Roscoe Tufts.
A. Thomas; I. G ./C h as. Hodgman; of the rectum, short dry cough, grind
officers elect for the ensuing year freshments of punch, and fancy cook
Maine
O. G., Frank Pinkham; Representa ing of the teeth, little red points stick ♦ Phillips,
ies
were
served.
are:
President, J. E. Voter; Vice
ing out on tongue, starting during sleep,
and
Otto A. Butts, and Miss
Grace tive to Grand Lodge, E. W. McKen- slow fever.
President, Dr. O. W. Simmons; Sec
• STRONG - MAINE.
New ney; Alternate, L. A. Thomas.
Dr. True’s Elixir, the Family Laxative and
retary, A. C. Woodard; Treasurer, Knowltcn both of Concord,
Worm Exp eller. will surely and quickly expel
The
officers
of
Pilgrim
Temple
No
Hampshire
were
married
at
the
home
worms. Good foi adults also. A t all deaiers',
L. L. Mitcheli;‘ Executive Committee,
installed 35c. 5(>c and $1.00. Advice tree. Special tre a t
Leon Sanborn, E. L.
Strickland;' of the bride, Friday, December 25. 61 Pythian Sisters were
ment for tapeworms. Serd for book.
by
Mr. Butts iis the son of Mr. and Mrs. Wednesday evening, January 6,
Rrom Committee, H. S. Wing.
5 0 0 0 C ords
Mrs.
The Misses Ella Maxcy, Amy Philander Butts of this town but lias Installing Officer Past Chief
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar Pulpf
had
employment
in
New
Hampshire
Blanche
Small,
assisted,
by
Past
Cliie
AUBURN,
MAINE
/V - Ü )
Noyes, Apphia Stanley, Lilia Durrell,
wood wanted, delivered at any station
on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R. R
Eva Thomas and others have an f i several years as. traveling sales Mrs. Carrie Durrell as Grand Senior,
between Farmington and Rangeley and
nounced a Ladies’ Ball at Eld ridge’s man for a hardwire firm. Ti e bride Mrs. Cora Watson as Grand Manag
between Strong and Salem.
REPORT
OF
THE
CONDITION
OF
er.
Mrs.
Jennie
Wyman
as
Mistress
is
a
successful
teacher
of
nine
hail Thursday evening.
Admission
A.
W. Mc L e a r y , Phillips,
years’ experience.
She visited here of Records, and Correspondence. The
free to gont emen.
officers
il>stalled
for
the
ensuing
’iast
summer
and
will
be
pleasantly
Beginning Sunday morning, Januar
A t Phillips, in the State of Maine, at the dost
1». C., Mrs.
Blanche
10, Evangelist A. A. Walsh began a remembered by a number of the year are:
During t ’ eir honey-1Di ntc n; M. E. C-, Mrs. Winnie Dol of business, December 31, 1914.
series of revival meetings with, the townspeople.
RESOURCES.
Free Baptist church of
Kingfield. i moon trip, Mr. and Mrs. Butts visit- bier; E. S., Mrs. Mina Landers; E.
Loans and Discounts.
$280,.827 57
Office over National Bank.
i
cl
his
brother.
John
G.
Butts
at
J., Mrs. Alma Dolbier;
Manager, Overdrafts,
The meetings will be held each Sab
5 IS
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation.
50, 000 00 Phillips,
|
Palmer,
Mass.,
and
passed
some
Mrs.
Carrie
Gates;
M.
of
R.
and
C.,
Maine
bath afternoon at 3 o’clock and each
Bonds, securities, etc., on hand, (other
than stocks) including: premiums
evening at 7.30 excepting Saturday. j time at the Roycroft Inn, East Aur-1 Mrs. Alice Durrell; M. of F., Mrs.
Both
’
Phones
on same,
18.031 17
They also visited Edna McKenney; Protestor,
Mrs. Subscription
to stock in Federal
Evangelist Walsh is a very able and I ora, New York.
Reserve
Bank.
6000
00
pleasing speaker having had great Niagara and other places of scenic Rachel Hennigar; Guard, Mrs. Vesta Less amount unpaid.
5000
00
1,000 00
House, Furniture and F ix 
success everywhere he lias
held j interest in that part of the state. Dolbier; other officers elected are Banking;
tures,
2, 000 00
3 300 00
meetings.
A cordial invitation is Many friends here unite to wish the Trustees, Mrs. Alma Dolbier, Mrs. Due from Federal Reserve Bank,
Due from approved Reserve Agents in
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
extended to one and all.
Music- bridal couple a prosperous and happy Blanche Small, Mrs. Carrie Durrell;
other Reserve Cities.
11,255 75
Outside
checks
and
other
life.
representative
to
Grand
Lodge,
Mrs.
Office at No. 2 Bates Block
will be by a chorus choir.
cash items,
80 62
Thursday, a wood-sawing bee was Blanche Small; alternate, Mrs. Car Fractional Currency,
3 67
Several young men of the town
- - - MAINE
84 29 PHILLIPS,
have rented the old Red Men’s ball, given to (’. B. Hutchins who has rie Durrell. ♦ The annual report Notes of other National Banks.
300 00
L a w f u l M onf .y R e s e r v e in B a n k , V iz ..
in the French, Blltock for a club room. been sick for some time and unable shows th^t there are at present in Specie,
4,690 65
the Lodge 57 members, and 15 Legal tender notes,
8,1^5 00
The village sc-iliools opened Mon to do his own work.
One woman in. town besides doing Knights.
'The committee on re Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer, 12, 785 65
day with the same teachers as last
(5 per cent of circulation)
P00 00
meeting,
term, with the exception of
the her own work has kr.it 30 pairs of freshments for the next
mittens
this
winter.
Total.
$382,089
61
January
20,
are
H.
R.
McKen/ney,
A.
• ___ ________
Principal] of the High school, which
LIA B ILIT IES.
Thie annual meeting of the Free W. Lander, James Gates. The a t
vacancy has been filled by L. P.
Capital stock paid in,
$50 000 CO Beal B lock. P h illip « F ire ami Life In*oruo
50.000 00
Hosley of Leeds.
Mr. Hosley isi Baptist church was held at the ves tendance contest of this Lodge which Surplus fund,
Undivided Profits,
13,215 64
boarding for the present at the home try Thursday evening fallowing tie has lasted for six months closed at
Less curren t expenses,
interest and taxes paid.
158 63
regular prayer and praise service. the last# meeting the Orange side
of Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Kimba.il.
13,057 01
The
same
officers
were
re-elected:
winning
by
one
point.
Circulating
notes.
50.000
00
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Knapp are re
Less
amount
on
hand
and
in
H.
ceiving congratulations on the arrival Mrs. W. S. Safiord, Clerk; G.
Treasury for redemption or
in transit,
3,210 00
on Sunday, January 3, of a
nine Winter, Collector and Treasurer;
46,790 00
W ord Labels.
Trustees. Fred Hutchins, F. B. Hutch
Dividends Unpaid.
210 00
pound daughter, Maxine Leola.
H ours 8 to 12; 1 to 5.
Evening
We are all in a greater or less de Demand deposits:
ins,
F.
E.
Boynton;
Pulpit
Committee'
ap pointm ent.
C. L. Hutchinson representing the
Individual deposits
gree the slaves of words, Judging of
subject
to
check,
93,314
53
G. H. Winter, C. E. Cross and the I an action by the name we give it or
Certificates of deposit
due in less than 30 days,
856 88
several committees
rie-a,ppointed.j hear given it by others. This tyranny
Certified checks,
8 83
There was a good attendance con o f words was well illustrated by a re
. 94,180 24
M o d e ra tio n .
Time
Deposits:
mark made by a woman of at least
sidering the bad traveling.
Moderation is the silken string run
Deposits subject to 30
or more days notice, 127,852 36
127.862 36 ning through the pearl chain of all vir
Between the dates of January 6 1average Intellect: “That sounds very
But are you not now
and 7 there was a variation of 100 I reasonable.
Total.
$382,08961 tues.- -Bishop Hall.
E. H. Whitney, druggist, deserves degrees in temperature, from 25 de- j preaching free trade? Because if you State of Maine, County of Franklin, ss:
are, I entirely disagree with what you 1. H. H. Field, cashierof the above named bank,
praise from Phillips people for in grees below zero to 75 degrees a- j
solemnly swear th at the above statem ent is
say." She had been willing to swal do
true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
E ssen tial to C haracter.
troducing here the simple buckthorn bove.
H. H . F i e l d , c a s h ie r .
low the doctrine, but the label stuck
It Is bitter medicine, but the on«
bark and glycerine mixture, known
Subscribed
and
sworn
to
before
me
this
7th
in her throat. The hours we spend in day of January. 1915.
thing needed most in the human soul
as Adler-i-ka.
This simple German
uncongenial society, In pursuits which
Cony M. Hoyt, Ju stice of the Peace. is discipline.
A T e s t fo r L iv e r C o m p la in t
:
remedy first became famous by cur
cannot by any possibility be of use to C o r r e c t —A t t e s tG.
It is well to have force, genius, d|
H. Hamlin, 1
ing appendicitis and it has now been M e n ta lly U n h a p p y— P h y s ic a lly , D u ll anyone, In doing things we take no
D. F . Field,
,
Directors
or, enthusiasm, love, power; but you
C.
E.
Parker.
1
Interest In, in reading books which
discoered that A ¡Single Dose re
may have them and be a criminal,«
The Liver, sluggisih and inactive, need never have been written, in writ
maniac or a cad; you become great
moves sour stomach, gas on the
only when to these you add self-con
stomach and constipation INSTANT first shows itself in a mental state— ing articles which need never be read
trol.
unhappy and critical. Never is there —all these added together would
LY.
The latest movement in education
joy in living, as when the Stomach amount to years In the course of a life Often children do not let parents knov
time, and yet we submit, smilingly, un they are constipated. They fear some
1r toward developing the Initiative ol
and
Liver
are
doing
their
work.
Keep
Aches and Pains of rheumatism are
complainingly, because we find all thing distasteful. They will like Rexal
the child. Tills can hardly be carried
not permanently, but only temporar your Liver active and healthy by these things labeled “Pleasure" and Orderlies— a mild laxative that taste
too
far. And the old, stupid method
Pills.; we “ought to take a little relaxation." like sugar. Sold only by us, 10 cents
ily, relieved by external remedies. using Dr. King’s New Life
of thwarting, denying and brovbeatlnn
they
empty
the
Bowels
fTeely,
tone
—L. B. Wheeler.
Why not use an internal remedy—
little ones. Just for (he sake of discip
R. H. Preble, P h illip s .
line, cannot be too roundly condemned
Hood’s Sarsiaparill’ia, which, corrects up your Stomach, cure your Consti
M a rr’s D ru g Store, F a rm in g to n .
25
But for all that (here Is danger that
the acidity of the blood on which pation and purify the Blood.
R ent Per C e n t
cents at Druggists.
in our new eagerness to find and bring
rheumatism depends and cures the
The rent should never exceed a fifth
NOW
FOR
M A IN E out the child's forces we may forget
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve excellent for of the husband’s weekly salary. This S U S B C R IB E
disaese?
the prime need of strengthening hit
Piles.
is the maximum.
W O O DS.
$150 A Y E A R .
self-denial. Woman's World.

Various^Officers Elected—Welaffalott ClubJHave Gentlemen’s
Night

Mrs. W. B. Hoyt, Prop,

Lessons Come Easier

Christmas and New Year

R a yo

at

It
to
you

costs
at any
OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

ll

Guard Children Against Worms

Phillips Hardware Co,

Puffs,
~
Mattresses,
Pillows,
C. F. Chandler & Son,

Me.

THE PHILLIPS NATIONAL BANK

E. C. Higgins. M. D.

D. R. ROSS

J. BLAINE MORRISON

A t t o r n e y - a t - Law

Dr. W. J. Carter,
DENTIST

DESERVES PRAISE
PHILLIPS DRUGGIST

Watch Your Children

Ma i n e

WINSHIP DISTRICT

woods,

INTERESTING
WEDDING

P h i l l i p s , m a in e , J a n u a r y 14, 1915.
BUYING A GOOD DAIRY COW
F irs t C onsid era tion

Is W h e th e r A n i

li

TREE AT THE
UNION CHURCH

“ COME HOME TO

DINNER WITH ME”

Jan. 11. "
m al Is P ersistent M ilk e r— Riba
Altlvougiii it is a Little late to pub
“No, thank you.
Can’t eat with
A re an Im p o rta n t Guide.
any comfort now,”
lish reports of Xmas euterta in meats,
‘*What? Haven’t you heard about
The first thing to consider in buy
vrt tlie peo-ole interested in the
(S pceial to M aine W oods.)
Dys-pep-lets? Sure thing for sour
ing a dairy, cow is whether she is a
erne theld at the Wimaihlip sohrOoUhoaise
stomach,
distress, heartburn and all
Salem, January 6.—Through mis indigestion.”
persistent milker or not, for no mat
jte! that it deserve® mention, even
take
the
report
of
the
Christmas
"Do you guarantee them?”
One of the most noteworthy wed ter how much milk she may give or
at this 'ate date, as murcji
hard
“I certainly do on my own experi
how rich her milk may be, she will tree and entertainm entat the Union ence
and that of many friends. Al
wcrk was given to it by both teaclbr dings thiat Waterville has seen for not he profitable if she goes dry more
church was omitted last week; but} ways carry a box in my pocket.”
e and oupils and vve gladly publish many moons, took place at 10.30, than two months, and I should prefer surely it deserves especial mention
“All right! I’ll come and enjoy a
good meal once more.”
Monday morning in the
Unitarian j that she should not go dry over one
the following account :
as it was one of the best yet.
Dys-pep-lets
are making fast
church, when Hir^m Ricker, Jr., of i month, says a writer in Western
A most enjoyable entertainment an
The entire church, was very pret friends of all wl^o try them.
South Poland, was married to Miss Farmer.
Christmas tree was held at the Rutli M. Shackford with the double The only way to judge accurately tily decorated a.n<l had that glowing
sclioolhouse on December2 25, with a j ring service by Rev. Frank L. Piial- j is to try her, but her general form “Gbristmasy” look everywhere. The
good attendance, in spite of the
SALEM
will indicate very closely what may tree was a beauty glitteriing with iimd
jen.
exceedingly cold weather. The school The hundred or so invitations that be expected. She should have a tation of frost aud snow, bags of
broad and well formed pelvic arch, popcorn and big red apples for every
room wa® beautifully decorated with
been issued brought only th e1 incurved horns, well arched flanks,
Jan. 4.
wreathe in the windows, streamers j had
body; and nearly everyone was re
relatives and near friends of both large barrel, wide udder in front and
W, S. Heath is somewhat improv
membered in a more
substantial
0{ red and green paper strung from
the bride and bridegroom to the. reaching up well behind, milk veins
\var- especially the children, not only ed, though still quite low.
tue* four corners of the room and
church, which was decorated unpre-j large and sinuous, and milk wells
Mrs. Lizzie Smith of Lowell, Mass.,
with
toys but nit tens and warm
meeting at the centre with two red ! tentiously above the pulpit
with large and open. The ribs are an im
is with her sister, Mrs. W.
S.
clothing.
The
Now
and
Then
cluh
bells. The stage was outlined with
I simple festoons of holly and ever- portant guide. They should be well
Heath.
did some good work a.'ong this line.
evergreen, trimmed with gold cord,
sprung
and
far
apart;
the
latter
indi
j green.
The wedding march
from
Several in town are having very
The program was rather long to
iv'hile a handsomely decorated tree
cates that she is not inclined to lay
I Lohengrin was played on the great i
on fat. The tail should be small. A I he given in detail hut special men bad colds.
xelped to make the room a most at
organ as tlie bridal party witli large fleshy tail usually belongs to
tion should he made of the little! John Malcolm of Porte Malcolm,
tractive one. The decorations were j pipe
Miss Meverett Shackford, a sister a beefy animal.
certainly a credit to the' teacher, I of the bride, and Charles W. Ricker, Above all, the head should show an playlet entitled Santa Claus’ Help N. S., is visiting his sister, Mrs.
ers, by 17 childreu representing Mr. >Frank Rowe.
Miss Wilkinson and showed
lver
a brother of the bridegroom, acting intelligent, gentle expression. A cow
and Mrs. Santa Claus and the baby, j
good taste a® well as the hard work
of
bad
disposition
iS
almost
sure
to
as bridesmaid and best man, camel
Old Father Christmas and Little Mer-1
that wa® put into it. She
was .li vvn the aisle.
Thomas J. Gross
ry Xmas two earth children, fairies
helped by the scholars, even the man, Jr., Arthur F. Bickford, an d !
MILE SQUARE
and bre wnies
little tots helping by stringing pop- William J. Pendergast, all of Dor-j
Though the weather was quite se |
(om to decorate the tree.
A fine <J'i ester, Mass., fraternity brothers
vere, the church was <rowded.
program was carried out, the pupils
of Mr. Ricker, and William Burns, I
Jam. 12.
ill taking their parts well.
It was
were the ushers.
James Morrison of Phillips visited
as follows:
WELD
ills daughter, Mrs. H. W. Wortliley
The bride wore a travelling suit of |
Music,
phonograph the new sand shade, trimmed with [
Sunday.
Jan. 11.
Welcome, Christmas Wishes,
fur. hat to match, aud carried a I
Miss Vivian Mardien is working for
Mrs. Anna Carlton, who has been
Lin wood Heath bouquet of lilies of the valley. T h e ;
Mrs. Sumner Huff.
in Massachusetts for several months
Recitation, Christmas Time,
bridesmaid had a large bouquet of j
Mrs. Cora Stincfhfiekl of Phillips
returned to Weld recently.
She
Ivous Heath pink roses that made a pleasing:
An E xcellent Jersey Type.
Ihas been visiting at L. B. Kinney’s.
is
working
for
Mrs.
F.
B.
Wlhitin.
Recitation, What I Should Like,
contrast against her dark blue trav- show it in her face the same as a hu
Mr. and Mrs. Den Ross visited
Rev. J. P. Barrett supplied at the
Mabel Wood ! oiling suit and a large picture 1
man being.
: at Fred Ellsworth’s Wednesday.
Recitation, Kriss Kringle,
I In the Ware parlors adjoining tite I A good cow, properly fed, should Union church Sunday, January 19.
Merl With am, who is at work in
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Worthley, Miss
Lawrence Perry cnurch, a brief reception was held. make not less than three hundred
|
Grace
and Master Herbert visited
Dixfiekl
spent
Sunday
with
his
fam
pounds
of
butter
a
year.
She
shouffi
Dialogue Christmas We Like,
In the receiving line were
Mrs.
i Mrs. J. M. Wortibley in Phillips SuinLinwood Heath, Lucille Noyes Jennie Shackford, mother
of the j make at least two hundred pounds to ily.'
Mr. Warren is here from Keene, ■day.
Drill, Charity,
four children bride, Mrs. H. W. Ricker, mother cover the cost of her keep. Yet the
average of all cows kept for dairy
Miss
Recitation, Russian Santa Claus,
of the bridegroom, Mr. and .Mrs. ¿urposes is about one hundred fifty X. H., to visit Inis daughter,
Florence
Heath Ricker, Miss Shackford, and Charles pounds a year: so that a considerable Gladys Warren, who is assistant
Music,
•
phonograph W. Ricker.
There Is No Question
Grant, the Lewiston portion of the cows of the whole teacher in the High school.
Mrs. Barber Masterman, who lias but that indigestion and the distressed
Reading, TP« Christmas Stocking,
caterer, in the rear parlor served country are free boarders. Milk
Mrs. Weston Parker bouillons, chicken and lobster sal-1 scales and a Babcock tester, judi been in Portland for a few weeks, feeling which always goes with it can
be promptly relieved by taking a
Recitation, A Letter from Santa,
lads, hot rolls, olives, fancy
ice |ciously used, wculd probably send a has returned homeA
union
service
was
held
at
the
third
of
them
to
the
butcher,
where
Evailyn Parke j creams, fruit cakes, coffee and other
they should go regardless of family Free Baptist church Sunday evening.
Recitation, A Christmas Gift,
! delicacies.
Amid showers of good I ties.
before and after each meal. 25c a box.
Rev. J. P. Barrett spoke to a very
Hector -Wood j wishes, confetti, rice, and all the I
appreciative
audience
on
‘‘Our
Great
R. H. Preble, Phillips.
Recitation, Christmas Questions,
attendant serenading of a wedding,
Lucille Noyes . t i e bride and bridegroom, left, Mou ; METHOD OF DEHORNING CALF Vocation in Life.”
M a rr’s Drug Store. F a rm in g to n .
Mr. Alnion Ellis is watchman in
-----------J
Music,
phonograph lds y afternoon, on the first stage of
Drill, Snow Brigade,
six hoys |their journey to Denver, Colorado, C austic Potash A pp lied to B utton ti e dowel mill in place of Allen
W hen It Can Be F e lt W ill Save
Holt.
IS PHILLIPS SATISFIED?
Musk'.
phonograph where Mr. Ricker will take charge
Much B o th e r L a te r On.
' Elmer Paine Will address ti e young
Recitation, Santa’s Helpers.
Of his interests in a large hotel.
The
people at the Congregational e! .urnh, T he E vidence Is C o n v in c in g .
Ivons Heath
Mrs. Ricker was born and received
Unless the horn “buttons” are re
T e s tim o n y Open to In v e s tig a tio n .
Wednesday
evening.
His
subject
will
Recitation with singing, Mrs.
her secondary school education in Wa moved from many thousands of calves
Before a statement can be accepted
Weston Parker, Mrs. E. C. Wells, terville, and was graduated from the when they are from a week to ten . be “The Esqnimo Children.”
Mr. and Mrs. George
Kneeland here, it must be supported by local
Evelyn Parser : igh school in the class of 1912. days old there will be a big job later
testimony—by the evidence of someone
Drill. Snow Flakes,
three girls Since her graduation she has been on when the dehorning has to be done. have taken rooms of Mr. Allen Holt residing in Phillips. Statements from
It is in reality a cruel business. Why for the winter.
unknown people in remote places may
Recitation, Bells Across the
associated with the Wentworth Music
be true, but we cannot prove them.
not apply caustic potash to the but;
Snow,
Dana Noyes Company.
Among the younger set ton as soon as it can be felt—thus
Here is a statement by a PhillipsjesiRecitation, The Little Christmas
she has a wide circle of
friends, doing yourself as well as the calf a
de nt:
TORY
HILL
“ The public statement I gave sever
Tree,
Florence Heath and can well he called one of Wa- favor.
*
al years ago regarding Doan’s Kidney
Recitation, Christmas Eve,
terville’s most popular young ladies.
Before applying the potash remove
Pills, still holds good,” says PI. H. VinIvous Heath
Mr. Ricker is the son of Mr. and all hair from about the horns close
ing, farmer, of Pleasant St., Phillips.
Jan. 12.
Music,
phonograph Mrs. H. W. Ricker of Poland Springs to the skin. The potash is moistened
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Webber visit “ I have had no need of a kidney medi
since and I believe the cure is a
Drill, Santa Claus,
His father is an active member of slightly and rubbed over the skin ed his brother. Elwin Webber and cine
permanent one. I got Doan’s Kidney
Linwood Heath, Lucille Noyes the firm of Ricker Brothers,
dis which covers the point of the horns wife at tihe village one day recently. Pills at Cragin’s Drug Store, (now
until skin is white. One application
Recitation, The Christmas Tree,
tributors of the famous Poland Sprin
Mr. and Mrs. Olias. Hutchins l ave Preble’s Drug Store), when I was suf
Clarence Noyes Water, and owners of the immense of potash, if properly applied, is suf moved onto their farm on the Hill fering from kidney trouble and they
ficient to prevent the growth of the
cured me in a short time. I hope that
He attended Portland high horn. To avoid injury to the opera for the winter.
After the program, the presents hotels.
We are ail very other people who are suffering from
kidney complaint will be led to try
were distributed from the tree, all and Rock Ridge schools, and was tor's hands, wrap the potash in a glad to have them with us again.
bring rememberd.
it was voted a graduated from the latter class of heavy paper. The potash should not
We are glad to bear thiat Win. j Doan's Kidney Pills by reading my
statement.”
1911.
lie entered Colby with the be moistened too much or the liquid Moore is on the gain.
good time by all.
He is so be. Price 50c, at all dealers. Don’t sim
will
run
over
the
calf's
face
and
cause
The farm ers are harvesting their class of 1915, and would have been unnecessary pain. One stick of pot can get out of doors some and can. ply ask for a kidney remedy—get
; Doan’s Kidney Pills —the same that
ice from the pond on the Charles graduated next June. Tie became af ash, if preserved, will serve to de do a few ligflnt chores.
i Mr. Vining had.
Foster-Milburn
filiated with the Zeta Psi fraternity, horn several calves.
Chancy 'Butterfield spent a few i Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
Fairbanks place.
and during his last year in college
days last week with Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Noyes has gone into the
was manager of the varsity football
W. E. Gates.
woods with his horses for the winter.
EXCELLENT
FEED
FOR
COWS
S U S B C R IB E
NO W
FOR
M A IN E
team.
For the -past few months he
Mr. and Mrs. Will Hood visited
Mrs. Nancy Fairbanks has been on
W OO DS A N D
READ A L L
+
has been attending the Bryant A:
her
daughter,
Mrs.
Carroll
Russell
the sick list, having a bad chid.
E spe cia lly D esirable fo r F a ll and
T H E LO C A L N E W S .
Stratton school in Boston.
at the village one day last week.
E a rly W in te r as They Are P ala
Mrs. Truman Fairbanks has re
Among the out of town guests at
tab le and S tim u la te M ilk F low .
lumed from her visit to Ramgeley.
the wedding were:
Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Newman of Clinton
has il. W. Bilker. Mrs. E. P. Ricker. (By T. L. TTAEOKER. University Farm.
St. P aul. Minn.)
lean visiting his mother, Airs. Ab- Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Ricker,
Miss
Roots are excellent feed for dairy
bie Newman.
Marguerite Ricker, Miss Mary Rick- cciws and are especially desirable for
ei, Miss Sarah L. Ricker, Miss Net the fall and early winter, as they are
tie M. Ricker, Miss Marion L. Rick palatable, easy to digest, and stimu
T H E S P IR IT OF W IN T E R
er, George A. Ricker,
Frank
E. late the flow of milk. They are espe
Curtis, former Governor
Bert M. cially effective with cows that fresh
Fern a,lid of South Poland; Hr. and ened in the spring, and whose flow of
The Spirit of Winter is with us,
Mrs. J. W. Seannell, I)r. and Mrs. milk has been depressed during the
making its presence known in many
V W. Bolster of Lewiston; Mr. an summer because of annoyance by
flies and mosquitoes and unfavorable
different ways- sometiinies by cheery
Mrs. Charles Pettingell and Miss pasture condition. If such are given
suoislijine and glistening snows, and
Ruth Pettingell and Mrs. S. Breck- a liberal supply of roots when brought
sometimes by driving
winds * amid
ett of Augusta, Mr. and Mrs. It. J. to stall feeding, the flow of milk is ==
«==
blinding storms.
To many people
Hodgdon, Lewiston; Mrs. William M. often'
materially
increased. Less
it seems to take a delight in making
Swain, Boston; John A. Beatty, Man- grain is required while roots are be
bad things worse, for
rheumatism
tiola, Colorado; Mrs. W alter Mac- ing fed. The change from roots to
twists harder, twinges sharper, cat
Duffy and Dexter Marsh, Springfield. more grain should be made gradually,
arrh becomes moire annoying, and the
adding grain at the rate of one pound
Mass.
many symptoms of scrofula are de
for ten pounds of roots withdrawn.
veloped and aggravated.
There is
P o licy H a rd to Change.
°ot much poetry i.n this, hut there
Many a farmer sells cream and buys
truth, and at is a wonder that
butter, sells pigs and buys the finished
tore people don’t get rid of these
will relieve your indigestion. Many product, sells beef and buys meal
people in this town have used them
ailments.
The medicine that cures
from the shop. It’s a form of com
and we have yet to hear of a case where
them— Hood’s Sarsaparilla.—is easmercial progress and while some maj
they
have
failed.
We
know
the
for
% obtained and there is abundant
claim
that it is poor policy still it is
mula. Sold only bv us—‘25c a box.
Proof that its cures are radical and
hard to change.
R. H. Preble, P h illip s .
Permanent.
M a rr’s D rug Store, F a rm in g to n .

Ricker-Shackford Nuptials Per
formed In Waterville Church.

Dyspepsia
Tablet

Brighten Your Home
And Make It More
Attractive.

I W ALL PAPER I

|

^***,*+
K ex tw00v. Dyspepsia
Tablets

I

*

For This Purpose In
Great Variety At

C. E. DYER’S,

| STRONC,

-

’
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[

M A IN E . |

M A IN E

U

W OO DS, P H I L L I P S ,

IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

M A IN E , J A N U A R Y

14, 1915.

TJie Christmaig Present Club held
their meeting with Mrs. C. F. Chand
ler last Tuesday afternoou.
They
will meet in two weeks with. Mrs.
J. W. Brackett.
Miss Helen Holmun of Ja.y and
Miss Esther Read of Dive nuore Falls
.liave been guests this week of th*e
former’s aunt, Mrs. E. V. Holt and
family.
Mrs. W. B. Buffer will be the
hostess of the Thursday Whist climb
this week.
The breaking of an axle on the
passenger train delayed the afternoon
train a few hours last Tuesday.
M. W. Toottbaker lias a position
as egnineer in the mill of the Inter
national Mfg. Co.
George ¡S. Hobbs, vice president of
the Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes
railroad was in town last week on ;i
business trip.
Mrs. H. H. Berry accompanied her
husband to Phillips on his regular
business triip this week, visiting her
parent, Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Hinds.
Mr. Hinds has been quite ill with
bronchial trouble.
Mrs. Helen Smith arrived in Phil
lips last Friday night for a visit
with her sen, Chester Hight
and
family.

It will be
Tilie regular annual meeting
for Riverside for interment.
was
election and installation of officers remembered that Mr. Hayes
ago
last
of North Franklin Pomona Grange shot in Mexico a year
He was employed as time
will be held at Grange hall, Phil August.
ips, on Thursday, January 21, at keeper for a lumber company there,
that
10 o’clock a. m.
Picnic
dinner. ard during the civil strife in
D. E.. Foster of Augusta, Steward country was shot by Mexican Fed
The case was submitted to
or the Maine State Grange will be eráis.
Secretary of State Bryan and at
the installing officer.
It is hoped that a sufficient num length the remains have been” re
The deceased was a son
ber of piano pupils can be obtained, covered.
so that the services of Miss Franc of Mrs. Alfaretta and the late Mel
es Keen of 'Strong can be secured to len Hayes of P’armi.ngton.
Jarvis L. Tyler of Farmington has
come to Phillips to give lessons.
Anyone interested will please call on been appointed deputy county treas
Mrs. Oscar Fogg for further infor urer by County Treasurer Russelil
and business can be transacted at
mation within two weeks.
James II. Kerr of Rumford enter the Peoples National bank, as for
tained Rev. C. H. Waldron of Pas merly.
Fred Dodge, who is engaged
saic, New Jersey, who preached at
the First Baptist church, last Sunday. managing the lumber business car
Benjamin
Mr. Waldron is a candidate for the ried on by his father,
Dodge in the upper section of Frank
pastorate.
The county officers elected last lin county, passed a few days with
September, took charge of the af his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
fairs of offices to which they Dodge in Farmington recently.
J. Guy Withee, son of Mr. and
were elected Friday, January
1st.
The new officers are:
James Rus Mrs. Roland Withee of Farmington
sell., county treasurer; George B. hag returned to Baltimore, Md., to
Cragin, register of deeds;
Ga.pt. resume his studies in the College’ of
Daniel B. Belcher, register of pro Pharmacy.
bate; Thomas D. Austin, county at
H. Price Webber and .Mrs. Webber
torney;
Charles T.
Gay, county arrived in the city on train 102 Tues
commissioner.
day afternoon, craning from St. John.,
W. B. Small, who on New Year’s N. B., and will for the remainder of
day began his 4th consecutive term the winter be with Mrs. Webber’s
as sheriff of Franklin county, has brother and sister, D. Frank and
Preble is selligli the $2.50
case
appointed his deputies as follows: Miss Nellie Moore on Sewa.ll street.
pipe for $1.50.
V, '. W. Small of Farmington, turnMr. Webber closed his
theatrical
N.
key; Carl H. Whiittemore of Wilton; season Monday ait Dorchester,
David Riciliardscn of Strong; Charles B., after having been on the road
Have you seen the new line of
W. Robbins of Wilton, Harry E. for 40 weeks, and reports that the
‘photochrem post cards at Tooth akPell of Phillips; F. S. Schofield of season was a good one.
Mr. and
er’s cash stcre?
These sell for
Weld; Heber H. Allen of Jay;
A. Mrs. Webber’s Augusta friends will
10 cents a dozen and are attracting
E. Blodgett of Oquossoc; George M. be glad to see them.— Kennebec
much attention.
Esty of Ramgeley; Charles A. Smith Journal.
Phillips friends will hope
of New Sharon, Rosalvim Robbins of to see Mr. and Mrs. Webber
in
Industry; George F. Gage of
Far Phil'ins in the near future.
The Phillips Hardware Co., has a
mington Falls; L. P. Hinds of KingThe 1913 Club will be entertained new lot of the Read four
coated
field; Arthur C. Allen of East Dix- by Mrs. A. D. Graffam this Friday white porcelain ware. Anything eookfield:
aft ei noon
e ’ in this ware canine t fail to be
The remains of Edmund Hayes ar
Miss Elsie Badger is caring for appetizing.
All kinds and sizes
rived in Farmington on the noon Mrs. Ardine Pease and little daugh of cooking utensils, etc.
train last week and were taken to ter.
Both are doing nicely.

The Sedgeley Store
SALE
Ladies’ Coats Marked Down
D re ss G o o d s
8f Webs of Dress Goods
for 10c. a yard
O versh oes
Men’s One Buckle, .
Men’s Four Buckle, .

AROUND THE

LOCAL STORES

M o c c a sin s
Lumberman’s Moccasins, . $1.50

W e h ave a few odd sizes in M en’s and B o y s ’
o v e rc o a ts w h ich w e will sell a t 10 to 20 p er
c e n t re d u ctio n fro m th e o rig in al p rices.
T h ese a r e all th is season ’s goods b u t only
one o r tw o o f a size in m o st cases.

Som e of

th e new^ B a lm a ca a n s a re included
offer.

in

th is

T h is is a good tim e to buy an o v e rc o a t

a t a low price.
W e h ave a good line of e v e ry d ay p an ts
$ 1 .5 0

to $ 3 .5 0

At The

C lo t h in g

S to r e

D. F . H O Y T ,
N o . 5» B e a l B lo c k ,

P h illip s , M e .

Agency for Universal Steam Laundry
Open Saturday Evenings.

PROTECTION

We carry only first quality goods

C.
F. Chandler & Son have some
handsome balV sleighs in stock.

Sedgeiey & Company have nothing
special to say this week, but you
can always find good goods at tine
right prices at tlneir store.

Is w h a t you need and you can

Wales Goodyear Rubbers
Caribou Yarn
Monmouth Moccasins
and in our Hosiery, Blankets and Underwear

«* Cronkhife has the Hamilton watch
es.
Thesei are the celebrated
watches for railroad men.
It is
stated that mere than 56 per cent
of railroad men carry this make of
watch.

D.
F. Hoyt lias a fine line
oVemhoes, good quality and warm.

$2.00

Snag P roof R u bbers
Men’s 8 Inch, Leather Top, $2.00
Men’s 10 Inch, Leather Top, $2.25

Bargains in ladies’ house dresses.'
and black petticoats at C. M Hoyt’s.

Reduction In The Price
Of Overcoats

$.95

Butterich

C.

of

Patterns

M.

in

StocK

HOYT,

No. 2, Beal BlocK, Phillips, Me.

Farmers" Tel.

Now is th e tim e to use

Dr. Hess Poultry Panacea and Stock Food
Y o u ca n p ro cu re it a t

Try the marshnnal'ow cream which
George Bean has recently got
in
stock, just the thing for cake.
W W H W H VW W i H W HVHVIi

4 Per Cent Interest
Rates of interest on the
best grade of bonds and
notes are higher than they
have averaged for the past
ten years. This in turn
enables this bank to pay
more interest to its depos
itors.
Beginning Dec. 1, 1914,
and until further notice,
4 per cent, interest will
be paid on Savings Depart
ment Accounts.

Phillips National Bank

T O O T H A K E R ’S
f

Defenses o f B abylon.

The River Euphrates flowed through
the city of Rabylon, and on each side
of its banks the walls of the city were
carried up to a height as great as at
any other point, so that even during
a siege the city was as formidably
defended on the river as on the land
side.
Dog Was Progressing.

A friend whom I visited occasion
ally had a bright boy three years old.
His father had bought him a fine dog
and the boy was fond of the dog. He
was looking forward to teaching the
dog some amusing tricks. A number
of weeks later, on calling to see the
family, T asked the boy what tricks
the dog could do. He said: “Oh, he
waggles his tail and things.”—E x
change.

PEELED SPRUCE AND FIR

When People Ask Us
what is good for nerves and lost weight,
we always recommend

<le y n f i , O liv e O il
J y S containing
s S s s Hypophosphiltt
i E m u ls io n

a food tonic and tissue builder.
R. H. Preble, P hillips.
M a rr’s D rug Store, F a rm in g to n .

P u lp w ood

d eliv ered

at

an y p o in t on line o f San d y
R iv er an d

R a n g e le y

L ak es I

R ailro a d .

H A L E Y & F IE L D
Phillips,

ST O R E
TRY

'• " 1

IB EA N 'S
!

HOME CANNED

j FRUITS AND VECETABL
" ORANGES

NUT!

DANDELION GREENS
BEET GREBNS
i

PICKLED BEETS
PICKLED CUKE!
CORN PEAS BEAN

High Grade

Wanted

PHILLIPS, - MAINE

CASH

Maine

Watch Repairing
WE DO A LOT
BECAUSE
WE DO IT WELL

A. G. CRONKHITE,
P H I L L I P S , M E.

